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CHAPTER ONE 
Everyday
2  
 I watch two white men slowly walk up the middle aisle, each of them with a case 
of beer in hand.   
 I recognize them.   
 The one on the left is Jerry.  He works at the sandwich shop down the road.  He 
hates his boss, and spits on the sandwiches of the people who are rude to him.   
 The one on the right is Dave, a line cook at the burger place across from the high 
school.   
 They laugh about how easy high school girls are. 
 I know all this, because I hear all of it.  I hear everything behind this counter.   
 They’re staring at the snacks now.  They talk about splitting a large bag of 
peppered beef jerky.  Last week they shared a girl named Laura Kinsey, a junior at the 
high school.   
 I know her.  She comes in and buys a cherry slush every now and again.  She’s a 
nice girl, if you’re into borderline autistic jailbait. 
 You’d be amazed at the kind of things people talk about inside a convenience 
store.  The things they say to each other, or the things they say on their cell phones when 
they think I’m not listening.  People don’t pay attention to the man behind the counter.   
 People put their beer and snacks on the counter, and they ask for a pack of 
cigarettes.  I check their ID, and I process their payments.  I would say I’m a glorified 
something-or-other, but there’s not much glory in what I do.  
  Jerry and Dave lay their items on the counter, stare through me, collect their 
change, and leave. 
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 That’s true for white people at least.  Most of the Indians who come through here 
recognize me.  Yeah, I’m Indian.  My father is a Comanche, so that makes me 
Comanche.  I grew up around other Comanche in the small town of Cache, Oklahoma.  I 
live with my grandmother, and everyone knows that. 
 I inherited my dark hair and skin from my father.  He’s darker than me, sure, but 
my skin is darker than the average white man.  I’m a lightly toasted Indian.  I’m 
ethnically ambiguous.  Put me in a room of Indians and whites and I can move between 
groups mid-sentence. 
 Thank God I haven’t inherited my father’s alcoholism. 
 Yeah, my father was an alcoholic Indian.  My grandmother says that he got worse 
after my mother left. 
 He left, when I was sixteen. 
 Most of the other Indians in this area are Comanche, and are related to me in 
some capacity, but even they don’t acknowledge my presence until they get to the 
counter.  Who would pay attention a twenty two year old working behind the counter at a 
gas station?  Nobody, that’s who. 
 Like most days, I just stare out of the window.  I listen to Fleetwood Mac’s “Go 
Your Own Way” on the small radio behind me.  My manager insists on keeping the radio 
on the classic rock station, even when she’s not there.  She believes classic rock is upbeat 
enough to keep the customers in a good mood, but docile and tame enough not to offend 
anyone.  I guess she didn’t listen to Fleetwood Mac much.  Every song they ever 
produced is about cheating on each other.  I know every lyric to most Fleetwood Mac 
songs, and every word is tainted with infidelity. 
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 I shake my head and remember where I am.  I’m a cashier at the Grab-n-Go.  I 
have to stay alert and make sure no one steals beer, gas, or God forbid, the snacky cakes. 
 Nathan Parker walks in.  He’s a short Indian man, teaches history at the middle 
school.  I used to be a student of his.   
 He hates his job.  He’s the type of Indian who’s lived his whole life on fried 
dough and beer: short, wide, and greasy.   
 He and his wife haven’t had sex in over three years.   
 He buys a Pepsi and a pack of Marlboros. 
 Memory is a funny thing.  I can tell you the name and lyrics of every Queen or 
Led Zeppelin song, but I don’t remember the first car ride I ever took.  I can tell you 
precisely how many brands of candy bar we sell, but I can’t recall the color of the blanket 
I slept with every night for the first decade of my life.  I can tell you the names and 
secrets of everyone who has come in or will ever come in my store, but I don’t know my 
mother’s birthday. 
 Big Ray comes in, like he does every day at some point.  He’s a large, bearded 
white man, shoulders as wide as the damn horizon.   
 He looks like he’s made of iron and fuck-you’s.  He doesn’t like black people 
much, but Indians are all right.   
 He buys three cans of wintergreen dip and a tallboy of Miller Lite.  He calls me 
“boy”.  I don’t like that much, but he could snap my neck with one hand, so I let it slide. 
 My mother was a white woman.  Part Irish, part Scottish, part German, but all 
gone.  When I was six she fled back to her homeland in Missouri, leaving me to fend for 
myself among father and family.  I inherited my eyes from her.  Grey-blue things. 
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 When I think about her, all I can clearly remember is her eyes. 
 Mrs. Campbell walks in and buys a sports drink and those really thin cigarettes 
that are marketed towards women.   
 Her husband got rich in the beef business, and they live on a sizeable ranch just 
outside of town.  She wears big sunglasses and pulls her blonde hair back in a neat 
ponytail.  She always wears yoga pants and a nice running jacket, likes she’s perpetually 
in the middle of a workout.   
 She’s sleeping with the man who tends their horses, just one of the men she has 
snared around town. 
 So yeah, maybe I’m a half Indian, half Caucasian mutt.  Maybe that’s why other 
Indians only acknowledge me when they get to the counter.  I doubt any of them are 
genetically pure.  Most of us have white blood in our family lines, no matter how much 
they deny it.  Or maybe it’s because I’ve working here for three years and my story hasn’t 
changed.   
 My first year, other Indians would ask me what I was doing, what my plans were, 
or if I was going to go back to college.   
 My answer would always be, “I’m here to save up some money for college.” 
 My second year, people would ask me how my grandmother was doing.  
  “She’s good, still knitting,” I’d say. 
 My third year, I would only say, “Fine, and you?” because people only asked me 
how my day was going.   
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 In three years I went from having a future to living day by day.  I’ve been fading 
away since my first day on the job.  I’m exaggerating of course, but people quickly lose 
interest in the affairs of a gas station attendant. 
 My best friend Richie walks in.  He’s tall, and freckles dot his white skin.  His 
fiery red hair is neatly parted to the side.  Richie is how I know that if God exists, he has 
a sense of humor, because Richie’s last name is Alvarez. 
 Richie Alvarez.  Born to a Mexican father and Irish mother.  He speaks fluent 
Spanish, but he’s never taken for anything but white.  At least I look Indian.  He had the 
deep brown eyes I should have had.  Sometimes I wish we could trade eyes.  At least then 
everything would match.  The friendship would be over though.  Misfits are only friends 
with other misfits. 
 He asks how my day is going.  I say I’m fine. 
 He sets a chocolate bar on the counter and gives me exact change. 
 “Eat too many more of these and you’ll die from diabetes,” I say. 
 “If I stop buying them you guys might go out of business.” 
 I laugh.  “We’re one of two games in town, I think we’ll be okay.” 
 Alan Powell walks in.  He’s a manager at the Cinnabon inside the Central Mall in 
Lawton.  He speaks loudly into his phone.  He tells Linda to get out of the house, he’s 
given her a month. 
 “I guess they finally got a divorce,” I say. 
 Richie raises his eyebrows and stares at me.  “What for?” 
 “Probably all the goddamn cinnamon buns he’s been eating.” 
 “How do you figure?” 
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 I shrug my shoulders.  “I know everything, didn’t you know?” 
 I know it’s not too many cinnamon buns.  I know it’s because she slept with her 
therapist. 
 Mr. Powell puts his phone back in his pocket, retrieves a case of beer from the 
cooler, and walks up to the counter.  He pays me with a twenty dollar bill, and I give him 
his change. 
 After he leaves I say to Richie, “You know how black people are up in arms right 
now about the rebel flag being everywhere?  Saying they don’t like to be reminded of 
slavery?” 
 Richie’s face contorts into lines of worry.  “Yeah?” 
 “Don’t get me wrong, I understand where they’re coming from.  But I still have to 
look at Andrew God damn Jackson every time I use a twenty dollar bill.” 
 “I’d tell you to get over it, but I know it won’t do any good.” 
 Andrew Jackson. 
 He had many names.  Indian Killer.  Sharp Knife. 
 I don’t know a single Indian who doesn’t hate him.  My dad liked to joke that my 
mom’s side of the family was connected to him.  I guess she had genetic disposition to 
fucking over Indians. 
 The store and the parking lot are empty, so I join Richie outside for a cigarette.  
We talk about watching football on Saturday. 
 “We should go into Lawton, get some of the fancy Texas beer,” I say. 
 “Let’s just get a case of Bud here.” 
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 I exhale smoke and spit on the ground.  “I’m getting tired of that watered down 
piss.” 
 Richie laughs.  “If we drink enough of it, I’m sure we’ll get drunk anyway.” 
 I wasn’t having it.  “I’ll drive into town tomorrow and get some beer.  I want the 
good shit.” 
 Oklahoma has draconian liquor laws.  Any beer sold outside a liquor store can’t 
be above 3.2% alcohol by weight.  If you want the good stuff, you have to make an effort. 
  A black BMW pulls up to a pump.  A white man in a cloud-white shirt and black 
necktie gets out and walks over to us. 
 “You lost?” I ask. 
 “Why do you ask that?” 
 I drop my cigarette and stamp it out with my boot.  “Don’t see many cars that new 
around here.” 
 He puts his hands on his hips and looks around.  “I guess not.”  He looks at us and 
smiles. 
 “What’s the matter?” says Richie.  “Never seen a blue-eyed Indian and a red-
headed Mexican before?” 
 The man laughs.  “Very diverse around here.” 
 “Yeah,” I say.  “Just a regular basket of sunshine.  Do you need anything inside 
the store or are you just getting gas?” 
 He asks where the bathroom is. 
 I point.  “Back corner, past the beer coolers.” 
 He nods and walks inside. 
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 I take my place behind the counter. 
 The fancy man walks up to the counter with a bottle of water.  “You here all by 
yourself?” 
 I nod.  “Anything else for you today?” 
 “Kind of dangerous, isn’t it?” 
 I laugh.  “It’s a small town sir.  There’s only five of us that work here.  
Occasionally our shifts overlap.” 
 He smiles again.  I don’t think he’s being condescending.  He looks at me with 
kindness.  Or pity.  Those concepts often meld together.  I just met this guy, I don’t even 
know his name, but for some reason he seems to care. 
 “I’ll pray for your safety,” he says. 
 Is he some kind of missionary?  I thought we Indians were mostly on the true path 
to God nowadays.  Maybe we’re still savages. 
 “You trying to save my soul?” I ask. 
 He smiles.  “Just making conversation.” 
 I chuckle under my breath.  “Well thanks for the sentiment, but it’s not 
necessary.” 
 I can see Richie behind him.  He smiles and eats his chocolate bar. 
 He straightened his tie.  “As long as you are proud, you cannot know God.  A 
proud man is always looking down on things and people.  As long as you are looking 
down you cannot see something that is above you.” 
 Sigh. 
 “Is that so?” 
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 “C.S. Lewis said that,” he says. 
 “Well, in truth, there was only one Christian and he died on the cross.” 
 “Who said that?” 
 I feel my mouth curl into a smirk.   
 “Nietzsche.” 
 “You’re a smart Indian.” 
 “Smartest Indian I know,” Richie says. 
 He laughs. 
 “Well tell me, smart Indian, have you found something to believe in?” 
 I shake my head.  “I’m not here to read scripture.” 
 “Who says I’m talking about scripture?” he says.  “I’m talking about anything 
else.  Something that moves you.” 
 “Same things that move anyone.  Sex and money.” 
 He pays for his bottle of water, and I give him his change. 
 He looks at my nametag.  “Have a nice day, Brandon.”  
 “You too, sir.” 
 Richie and I watch the fancy man get in his fancy car and drive away. 
 “Well that was weird,” he says. 
 “Glad you noticed.” 
 “Why don’t you go to church anyhow?” 
 “Seems like an awful poor way to waste a Sunday.” 
 He nods in agreement. 
 It’s important for man to have a ritual, and football is on Sundays.
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CHAPTER TWO 
Her
12  
 Life at the Grab-n-Go is pretty boring. 
 You even get bored with people’s secrets.  Eventually they all boil down to the 
same few things.  This person is cheating on that person.  That person hates these kinds 
of people.  So-and-so is getting a divorce.  She hates him.  He hates her.   
 Knowing everything about everyone makes imagining things more difficult. 
 I’m witness to the shit end of human life.  You always hope that something comes 
along to break the mind-numbing monotony. 
 An Indian man walks into a gas station minimart.  Maybe he’ll have a stroke and 
you’ll have to call an ambulance. 
 Some punk teenagers walk in.  They’re eyeing the cheap beer awfully hard.  
Maybe they’ll grab some and try to run.  Maybe you get to tackle a kid, and for some 
reason that excites you. 
 A dumbass redneck drives his truck up to the pump.  Maybe he’ll light a cigarette 
while pumping gas, and maybe it’ll ignite the fumes, and maybe that’ll spread to the fuel 
itself, turning the nozzle into some fire-spewing Vietnam-style napalm death machine. 
 Or maybe, just maybe, a gas tanker truck’s breaks will fail, and it’ll come roaring 
in the station, mowing over pumps and customers.  And the whole damn area is just 
wiped from the earth in an instant. 
 You hope and pray that something, anything, breaks the monotony. 
 But when something surprising does come along, you’re never ready for it. 
 When she first walks into the store, the volume on everything else turns down. 
 Perfect bronze skin.  Long black hair that shimmered like raven’s feathers draped 
down to the middle of her back.  Great big high orbit cheekbones, like little moons.  
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Perfect almond eyes the color of chocolate diamonds.  And a smile that could melt 
winter. 
 I’ve never seen this girl.  I don’t know a single secret of hers.  I know a little 
something about almost everyone around here, but I don’t know anything about her.  
Where did she come from?  Not a single person in the world just “passes through” Cache, 
Oklahoma.  It’s on the way to nowhere, and it’s far away from everywhere else.  No, the 
only people around here are those with a reason to be around here. 
 She’s Indian.  That much is obvious.  But I definitely know all the Indians around 
here.  I’m related to them all.  But I’ve never seen this girl.  She’s like some ancient 
mother spirit descended from the mountains. 
 When white suburban America, thinks about Pocahontas or Sacajawea, this is the 
kind of girl they imagine. 
 When she walks over to the counter, I have no sense of time anymore.  
Everything moves in slow motion.  Her mouth turns into a hairpin curve of a smile.  
When she blinks, I can see her eyelashes fall and rest gently, and then they rise again, and 
I can see her pupils readjust slightly as her lids open. 
 This must be how a hummingbird sees the world. 
 She buys two bottles of water and a pack of watermelon chewing gum. 
 This is how I met Melanie.  
 She hands me a five dollar bill, and for the briefest of moments my fingers touch 
hers.  A fire rises in my body. 
 She takes the change from my hand, says thank you, and smiles.  As she walks 
away her hair swings back and forth like a soft pendulum.  Her hips do this little wiggle. 
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 “Look at you,” says Richie. 
 I forgot he was there. 
 “Huh?” I say. 
 Richie laughs.  “I never thought Indians could get redder.” 
 “Shut up,” I say. 
 “You know, I could tell you where she works.” 
 I threaten to kill him for the information.  We agree to an exchange: her place of 
employment for a free cherry slush. 
 So at lunchtime, Richie and I know just where to go. 
 I drive through town and turn north on state highway 115.  
 A strange thing happens when you drive north.  Our destination is only about 
twelve miles away, but it’s a different kind of place.  Where I live, it’s about as prairie as 
you can get.  Flat and open.  On the way, the grass is brown and the trees are dead, but as 
soon as you drive past Upper Canyon Lake, the world transforms.  The road starts rising 
and somehow everything is greener. 
 The trees are tall, the flowers are more colorful, and the mountains get a little 
bigger.  You’re driving through the Wichita Mountains now.  You glide past pine trees 
and barbed wire fences, and the ground is littered with golden brown pine needles. 
 Then, there’s a break in the trees.  The road splits, and sitting in between the split 
is Meer’s.  The best burger in Oklahoma.  A seven inch diameter of pure grass-fed 
longhorn beef, American cheese, and fresh veggies.  Seven inches of heaven. 
 There is no parking lot.  Just the road shoulder. 
 We walk in and pick a seat.  We don’t need menus. 
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 I see her at the kitchen door. 
 I hate romantic comedies.  But right now I feel like I’m in one.  
 She walks over and says, “Hi, I’m Melanie and I’ll be serving y’all today.  What 
would you like?” 
 I say, “Meer’s burger and fries please.  And a coke.” 
 “Same for me,” Richie says. 
 “Sure thing,” she says.  She doesn’t even write it down.   
 Richie comments on her apparent cuteness.  I nod in agreement. 
 When she brings our food, I melt and swell at the sight of her.  In this moment 
nothing else matters 
 Nothing. 
 Not Richie.  Not my family.  She and I are the only two Indians in the world. 
 I come back the next day by myself.  Just to talk to her.  Hell, just to see her.  I 
fear I’m becoming obsessive.  Maybe I already am. 
 She wasn’t there. 
 I went back the day after that, and then again the day after that day. 
 And there she was. 
 I sit and wait for her to come over.  She sees me, and smiles.  Her eyes remember 
me, I can tell. 
 “Welcome back,” she says.  “Meer’s burger and fries?” 
 “Actually I thought I’d ask for something else.” 
 “Oh, do you need a menu?” 
 “I’d like to buy you a meal.” 
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 Her lips flatten and she raises her eyebrows.  I think she’s considering it. 
 “Hey I’m a fun guy, you can ask around.  I’m Brandon.” 
 She puts her hands on her hips and leans her head to the side.  “Does that line 
work on all the girls?” 
 “Hopefully just this one.” 
 “What did you have in mind?” 
 “How about dinner?” I ask. 
 She smiles.  “Does it have to be here?” 
 “Anywhere you want.” 
 “I get off at eight.  Pick me up?” 
 I say, “Of course.” 
 I don’t even go home.  In fact, I call my manager and tell her that I won’t be in 
today.  I just sit in my car and wait. 
 I imagine what her secrets are.  I want her to share them with me. 
 At eight o’clock, Melanie climbs into my car and we head for Lawton. 
 “So how come I don’t know you?” I ask. 
 “Why should you?” 
 “Come on.  You’re Indian, and I’m Indian.  Most of the Indians around here know 
each other.” 
 “I’m not from here.  I’m from Carnegie.” 
 “That’s an hour away from Cache.  Don’t know much Comanche from Carnegie,” 
I say. 
 She laughs.  “That’s because I’m Kiowa.” 
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 We arrive at the restaurant, a place called The Silver Spoon. 
 We both order steak, medium rare. 
 She puts her elbows on the table, and folds her hands together under her chin. 
 She asks, “So, what do you do?” 
 “I work at the Grab-n-Go, in Cache.” 
 “That’s just your job.  What do you do?” 
 I don’t know how to answer her question. 
 Her lips shift into that hairpin curve smile again.  “It’s okay if you don’t know.” 
 “Well, then I don’t know.” 
 She tucks her hair behind her ear.  “I’m still figuring that out myself.” 
 I can’t stop myself from smiling. 
 The food arrives.  She eats her sides, each one at a time, before she even touchers 
her steak.  First the grilled asparagus, then the smashed red potatoes, then finally her 
meat. 
 “Why do you do that?” I ask. 
 “Do what?” 
 “Eat your food one item a time?” 
 She shrugs.  “I don’t know.  Just always have.  Makes the food taste better.” 
 I believe her. 
 After the meal, we walk outside, and I ask her, “What’s your last name, anyhow?” 
 “Horse.” 
 “Horse?” I say.  I don’t believe her.  That’s ridiculous.  “Your name is Melanie 
Horse?” 
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 “Horses are majestic animals.  I’d think you of all people would like horses, 
Comanche.” 
 “Still,” I say with a smirk. 
 “Alright then smartass,” she says.  “What’s your last name?” 
 “Yellow-Wolf.” 
 She laughs.  “Horses are faster than wolves.  Maybe I’ll just run away.” 
 “Yeah but wolves are persistence hunters.  I’d just follow you until you wore 
down.” 
 She intertwines her fingers with mine as we walk to the car. 
 “So why’d you pick this place?” I ask. 
 She puts her arms around my head and says, “Well, I figured even if you were a 
total doof, at least I’d get a good meal out of it.” 
 Under a flickering yellow-orange street lamp, she kisses me, and I kiss her back. 
 She has to stand on her tiptoes to reach me. 
 The next day at work, I think that maybe for the first time in a while my life has 
somewhere to go.  Something to look forward to. 
 This must be what Heaven is like. 
 When we kissed, I tried to memorize her smell. 
 Heaven smells like burgers and bacon.  And Indian Blanket flowers.  And actual 
Indian blankets.  Smells like home.  Safe. 
 It smells like lavender. 
 Sweetgrass. 
 Sage. 
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 Heaven. 
 Except I’m not in Heaven, I’m in my store.  And it smells like shitty coffee and 
cleaning chemicals, and that weird sour smell that drifts in from the bathroom.
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CHAPTER THREE 
History
21  
 You know when you hear an annoying song, and it gets stuck in your head 
forever?  That’s what Melanie is for me. 
 Except I like how annoying it is.  How present it always is. 
 A song that’s been playing over and over in my head for seventeen days. 
 For the first time in a long time, I don’t think about people’s secrets when they 
come into the store, when they come to the counter. 
 A man comes in a buys a six pack of Miller Lite. 
 Two weeks ago Melanie and I sat on the edge of Quanah Parker Lake and drank 
beer.  Each time she finished one, she closed one eye and peered into the bottom of the 
can, just to make sure there wasn’t any left. 
 A woman and child walk in.  She kneels down and fixes his hair. 
 Eleven days ago, she and I watched a movie together at her apartment.  She ran 
her fingertips through my hair on the back of my head, making circles and figure eights.  
Then she smoothed my hair down and apologized for messing it up. 
 Two teenagers, a boy and a girl, walk in.  They flirt by the soda machines, dipping 
their fingers into their cups and flicking cola at each other. 
 Six days ago I was helping her do the dishes.  Her phone rang, and she dried her 
hands on my shirt.  I got my revenge by tickling her as she talked to her mother. 
 A young married couple walks in.  He wraps his arms around her and rests his 
chin on her head while she decides which ice cream to buy. 
 Three days ago. Melanie and I made love for the first time. 
 Afterwards, as she laid next to me, this feeling entered me, somewhere in my toes 
and fingertips, and it moved through me like a great surge.  I hadn’t ever felt this before, 
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and I wanted to hold on to the feeling for as long as I could.  There are very few people 
who come into your life that can change it, and you, irreversibly, and I wanted the 
change.  Welcomed it.  I let it come over my body like a wave of heat. 
 Today, an Indian man walks into the store.  He’s not a regular.  In fact I’m sure 
here’s never been in here before. 
 His hair is buzzed short.  He’s wearing dark jeans and black boots that shake the 
floor when he walks.  He’s wearing a tight black shirt, and I can see every ridge and lump 
of muscle through the fabric.  If Hollywood ever makes an action movie about Indians, 
this would be the first guy on the call list. 
 He takes off his sunglasses, and I recognize him as his mouth hooks into a 
cracked smile. 
 I cross my arms and say, “We don’t serve your kind round here.” 
 “Fuck you,” he says. 
 Let me tell you about my cousin Oscar. 
 Oscar’s dad was a drunk and cheat.  My dad was a drunk and a coward.  That 
much we had in common. 
 He spent two year in the army, got a medical discharge and was home for two 
weeks before he hitchhiked down to Texas and worked as a ranch hand for a year.  After 
that he started working his way east, and took plenty of odd jobs along the way. 
 The last I heard, he was working in New York City at some kind of fish market.  
Yet here he is, standing in my store. 
 We laugh and hug.  I haven’t seen him in five years. 
 He asks me how I’ve been.  I tell him I’m doing well.   
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 He asks how my grandmother is.  I tell him she’s doing well. 
 “So what’s wrong with your life, cousin?” he asks me. 
 I blink at him.  I’m a little kid again, speechless. 
 I ask Oscar what he’s been doing these last four or five years. 
 He spent some time in Arkansas working at a chicken farm.  He was a chicken 
sexer, which isn’t as bad as it sounds.  He did it through a process known as venting.  The 
sexer takes a chick in hand, squeezes the feces out of it, which opens up the anal vent 
slightly, allowing the person to see if the chick is male or female.  Female chicks are 
destined for commercial egg production.  Most of the male chicks are killed. 
 “You’ve been working here for three years, is the word around town,” he says. 
 “It’s a good job.  It’s easy and I’m saving money for college.” 
 “Bullshit,” he says, and laughs. 
 “At least it’s stable,” I say. 
 He spent a few months in Tennessee working at a record store, shilling the newest 
country music hits to white people without taste. 
 The store is empty, so I join Oscar outside for a cigarette. 
 “You know what this country’s problem is?” he asks. 
 I shake my head.  “What’s that?” 
 “Everywhere I’ve been, white is right.” 
 I stare at him. 
 He claims he spent some time in West Virginia, working in a coal mine.  Hardest 
job he ever had, but one of his favorites.  He met some of the hardest men on the planet.  
It’s a different world down there.  Less oxygen, fifty degrees in the dark, but you still 
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pour sweat.  Coal mining is a way of life for those people.  He quit because he thinks our 
people were meant to be under the sun, not under a mountain. 
 He says, “Let me give you an example.  Grade school.” 
 “What about it?” 
 “I did my fair share of stupid shit, and so did my white friends, but they were 
given more leeway and teachers went out of their way to accommodate them in hopes 
that they would ‘make it’.” 
 “You upset because someone didn’t take a special interest in you?” 
 “When I was acting like a shithead, they would give me detention or suspend me.  
But my white friends, if they were doing the same shit, they would get called in to the 
office, be told they were ‘better than that’, and be sent back to class.” 
 “Or maybe it’s because you were just a shithead.  I did plenty of dumb stuff but 
never got in that much trouble for it.” 
 “Are you an Indian?” 
 “What kind of question is that?  Of course I am.  My teachers knew I was.” 
 “Do you look like an Indian?  Do you look like me?” 
 “Fuck you,” I say. 
 He spent a year in Washington D.C.  He panhandled, he took odd jobs, and 
sometimes he stole.  Eventually he got to know all the best restaurants.  All the ones that 
threw out the best food, anyway.  After the sun went down and people went to bed, he 
lived on society’s excess.  He dined like a king, and slept in alleyways.   
 We go back inside the store.  I ask Oscar if he wants a cup of coffee. 
 “How do you make your coffee?” he asks. 
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 I stare at him for a second.  “In the pot.” 
 “No I mean what ratio of beans to water?  I bet you guys use that pre-ground shit 
that comes out of a can.” 
 “Of course we do.  We’re a gas station.” 
 He says he’ll have to show me how to make coffee sometime. 
 I grab a cup of my shitty coffee while Oscar leans against the counter and reads 
the newspaper. 
 A young white man walks in.  I didn’t even notice him pull up.  He’s wearing a 
black baseball cap, blue jeans, and a long black t-shirt with the words “A NEW DAY” 
written in white across the chest.  He shoves a ten dollar bill in my hand, which I assume 
is for gas, and he mumbles the pump number.  I ask him to please repeat it and he 
mumbles again.  And I said the pump number I thought I heard.  He looks like he’s about 
to have a rage stroke. 
 “Eight on four!  Eight on four!  I said eight on four, damnit!” 
 I ask him to calm down, but he cuts me off. 
 “Just give me my gas damnit!” 
 I struggle to let go of shit like this.  My testosterone is spiking.  I feel the 
adrenaline surge through my veins like flooding rivers.  My muscles tighten.  My chest 
expands, ready to burst.   
 I feel a sudden calm as my pupils dilate and my fingers stiffen.   
 Maybe I like to live in my anger. 
 I take a deep breath and continue with the transaction. 
 The asshole snaps his fingers. 
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 “Hurry up, I got places to go!” 
 I slam the drawer shut, and hold up his two dollars.  I make him reach for it.   
 He grabs them, but I hesitate to let go.   
 We share a moment where both of our hands are on the money and we look into 
each other’s eyes.  This is the most intimate I’ve been with anyone in months. 
 He tears the bills away from my hand, and backs away. 
 He points outside and says, “Step outside.  Let’s finish this.” 
 Oscar puts his newspaper down and crosses his arms. 
 I say, “Have a nice day, sir.” 
 He walks outside, gets in his truck, and peels out of the parking lot. 
 Oscar sighs.  “All people like that see is the color of our faces.” 
 I shrug.  “Could be he’s just an asshole.” 
 “Please, cousin.  That’s some good old fashioned race hatred.” 
 Oscar opened the door but lingered in the threshold.  He lit up a cigarette and said, 
“White is right.”  
  I watched him walk down the side of the road until he was out of sight. 
 My store closes at 10 pm.  Pretty standard for a Tuesday night in a small town.  I 
had about an hour to go.   
 I think about Melanie. 
 I imagine our lives together. 
 We will climb Mount Scott and sit on the peak.  We will watch the sky change 
colors. 
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 I’ll love all of her little quirks, like how she sticks out her tongue when she’s 
concentrating, especially when she does the dishes.  She’ll love mine too, like how I puff 
out my cheeks when I shave, or how I have an odd obsession with the automated bread 
slicing machine at the grocery store. 
 She’ll meet my grandmother, and they will love each other.  They’ll make 
frybread and chili together. 
 I’ll love how she tucks her hair behind her ear, and how when it falls in front of 
her face she does it again. 
 She will love how I have no sense of space, and how I accidentally knock things 
over in the kitchen. 
 I will love the way she tells stories to our kids, and I will secretly listen to them 
and enjoy her fairy tales. 
 I shake my dream out of my mind and remember where I am. 
 The sun went down while I was inside my head. 
 I look outside.  A man stares into the store from the other side of the glass.  He’s 
wearing a black jacket with the hood pulled up.  His hands are tucked into his pockets. 
 It’s a ghost.  His face is flat and white.  There are two black spots where the eyes 
should be.  Abyssal pools. 
 No. 
 Not now. 
 There’s no such thing as ghosts. 
 I reach for the keys in my pocket.  When I have them in hand I run to the door. 
 I’m too late. 
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 The ghost heaves against the door as I’m reaching for it.  The metal frame 
smashes my fingertips, jamming my knuckles and racking my tendons.  I feel two of my 
fingernails crack. 
 Poof.  White smoke. 
 My eyes burn.   
 Nose and mouth dry up.   
 Chest tightens. 
 Hard to breathe. 
 A second too late I see a hunk of red metal fly towards my face.  I flinch just 
enough to catch most of it behind my ear.  I fall to the ground, spinning like a trained 
dolphin. 
 Blurred vision.  Everything sounds like someone tied a pillow around my head. 
 I roll over and try to get up.  On my hands and knees, I feel someone grab the 
back of my hair. 
 The ground rushes to my face.  When I hit, I feel my teeth gnash the inside of 
mouth, and I taste blood. 
 He lifts my head up again, and I see an outline of my face sculpted in blood on the 
tile floor, like some grim bas relief.  My face hits the floor again. 
 My hearing starts to come back as my face leaks.  I hear them behind the counter, 
taking cigarettes.  I hear the rattle of beer bottles as they steal what would turn out to be 
twenty six cases of beer.  I hear the cash register hit the floor, and I hear them hitting it 
with a bat or crowbar.  Something metal.   
 They might as well just take it. 
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 I think about how much paperwork this is going to cost me.  How many reports 
I’ll have to file. 
 Two hands grab me and roll me over onto my back.  One of them stands over me.  
He has a black banana tied around his mouth.  His shirt says “A NEW DAY” written in 
white across the chest. 
 “Fucking prairie nigger,” he says.  He punches me in the jaw. 
 Hit the lights. 
 All I can think about is that I haven’t mopped the floor since last week.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Stitches
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 I wake up, and the sun shines on my face. 
 No, the sun isn’t fluorescent. 
 The world doesn’t smell like rubbing alcohol and linens. 
 I’m reclined.  Super clean sheets.  The walls around me are cream or beige.  I’m 
in hospital room, in a hospital bed.  I hate hospitals.  Hospitals aren’t where people come 
to get better, it’s where they come to die. 
 I take stock of myself.  Toes are wiggling just fine. 
 Alright, flex your fingers.  Can’t.   
 I look at my right hand and see my fingers are cased in splints.  My eyes trace my 
arm until I see an IV pumping God knows what into my veins.  I bring my left hand to 
my face.  There’s stitches running zigzag patterns around my eyes and cheekbones. 
 I feel torn apart and put back together.   
 I run my tongue through my mouth and feel stitches again. 
 I want to vomit. 
 “Good, you’re awake.” 
 I don’t recognize the voice.  Do you ever think you were actually dead?  I must be 
in the hospital.  This friendly looking man standing over me to my right must be a doctor. 
 “Can you hear me okay?” he asks. 
 I nod.   
 “How are you feeling?” 
 I’m fucked, of course. 
 “Fine,” I say.  “Tired.” 
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 He says that I’m still under the effects of pain relievers.  He tells me about my 
injuries, and I pretend to listen.  
 I think about how I should be grateful that I’m alive, but I’m not. 
 The next day, a police detective visits me to collect my statement.  He’s a large, 
sweaty man.  His buttons strain to keep his shirt over his belly.  His teeth are stained with 
coffee.  His face is persistently red.  His fingers are still shiny with that morning’s donut 
glaze. 
 Stereotypes exist for a reason. 
 I think about how many convenience store clerks get assaulted every day.  How 
many get killed. 
 Fuck.  Someone, please save me from this stupid line of questioning. 
 He says they’ve watched the security footage, but everything was too obscured by 
the fire extinguisher that was blasted in my face. 
 “Can you tell us anything about the men who assaulted you?” 
 “No, they were all wearing masks.” 
 “Do you know anyone who might have any reason to attack you personally?” 
 For a moment I consider telling him about the man with the NEW DAY shirt, but 
I keep my mouth shut.  The cops wouldn’t do anything about it anyway. 
 Look, it’s not like I don’t respect cops.  I do.  They have a tough job.  I just don’t 
like them.  I don’t trust them.  Most Indians don’t trust cops, especially white ones.  We 
still assume that any uniformed man with a rank and a right to use lethal force is out to 
get us.  We have no reason to believe otherwise. 
 I think about Oscar. 
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 The cop says that he’ll contact me if they have any more questions, or if they 
make any progress, but I don’t expect to hear from him again. 
 Everything is fucked. 
 That night for dinner: leathery Salisbury steak with what they call gravy, some 
kind of mush they call potatoes, and corn that’s more grey than yellow. 
 My grandmother visits me the next day.  She brings a Bible. 
 “You should really come to the church.  Talk to the pastor,” she says. 
 I tell her I don’t think that’s necessary. 
 “You just had a near death experience.  I can’t imagine how you’re feeling.” 
 “I feel like shit, grandma.” 
 “Don’t give me any of that sass.” 
 I smile.  My stitches ache and itch.   
 She sighs.  “Your father also got his share of beatings.” 
 “Well,” I say, “maybe I’m just not as tough as him.”  I wish I could burn off my 
nerve endings, the itching is unbearable. 
 “Hush.  You haven’t even looked for a drink yet.  You’re tougher.” 
 I smile and hold her hand. 
 She tells me to take my time, and to come home whenever I’m ready. 
 On my fourth day in the hospital, my manager visits me.   
 Grilled chicken, steamed broccoli, and carrots today.  At least I have lime Jell-O.   
 She’s wearing her work uniform.  Blue polo shirt and black pants.  I stare at her 
grey shoes with neon green laces.  She assures me I still have a job, and not to worry 
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about filing the proper reports and forms until I get back.  I tell her I’m grateful, and that 
hopefully I’ll be back soon. 
 Ham sandwich today.  I take one bite and throw the rest away. 
 I wake up from a nap and Melanie is sitting next to me. 
 My sweet Kiowa girl. 
 She’s reading a book.  I watch her eyes as the move from word to word.  
Deliberate.  Methodical.  Each time she turns the page, she licks her pointer finger, and 
lightly presses it to the top of the paper, mere atoms connecting the two.  As the page 
turns, her finger runs down the center of it slowly, sliding down the fine grit.  Perfect 
precision each time. 
 “What are you reading?” 
 I expect her to jump a tad, to be surprised.  But she doesn’t.  She just looks at me 
and smiles.  She doesn’t say anything.  She stands over me and puts her hand on my 
cheek.  She runs her thumb over the stitches below my eye. 
 “You look like shit,” she says. 
 We laugh together. 
 “How’d you find out I was in here?” I ask. 
 “Richie told me.” 
 Shit.  He’s a good friend. 
 “He was here earlier but you were asleep,” she says. 
 “How long have you been here?” I ask. 
 “Not long.  A few hours.  I was wondering why I hadn’t heard from you.  I 
thought the wolf might’ve gotten scared.” 
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 Get me out of here.  Save me from shitty hospital food. 
 “Oh you know, life gets in the way.  I was going to call you I swear.  Didn’t want 
to seem too desperate.” 
 She smiles as big as her face allows.  It pushes her cheeks up and closes her eyes.  
I see a couple tears fall.  They aren’t sad tears.  They’re tears of relief.  Of happiness. 
 I tell her everything is going to be okay. 
 She kisses me.  I don’t itch anymore.  I don’t hurt anymore.  I feel powerful.   
 She rubs the tip of her nose against mine.  I can feel her breath on my lips. 
 I reach up and push her hair back behind her ears.  I close my eyes and kiss her 
back, as hard as I can. 
 Any amount of pain is worth it for a kiss like that. 
 Fifth day in the hospital.  It’s time to remove my stitches.  The doctor shines a 
bright light on my face.  He uses tweezers to gently lift the first suture knot off my skin.  
He snips it, and pulls the thread through.  I feel a weird kind of pressure as the thread 
runs through my skin.  It’s an odd sensation.  Remember when you were a kid and stuck a 
needle through the outer layer of skin on your palm?  It’s like that, only the thing going 
through your skin is more flexible.  He removes the rest of the stitches.  It feels weird 
each time.  He cleans the area, and puts a bandage over it.  It still itches. 
 When I’m released, Richie gives me a ride home.  We don’t talk on the way back.  
I just stare out the window.  The town is randomly renewing itself, rebuilding over the 
last decade or so.  The old being torn down to make way for the new. 
 There used to be a place called Dairy X.  It was like a Dairy Queen.  Only worse.  
It was bulldozed a few years ago, and only the sign remained, a giant purple X on a black 
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pole.  It looks like a porn shop used to be there but burned down, like perhaps in a rage of 
furious masturbation a patron unwittingly dropped his cigarette, and set the horrible 70’s 
shag carpet instantly ablaze. 
 It was a different burger place now, but in one of those prefabricated steel 
buildings.  Sterile.  No character.  
 We drove past the high school.  Old and eroded.  The outside is a faded white 
that’s giving way to the beige brick underneath, only accented by the green mascara tears 
of oxidized copper running down the side from its ancient plumbing. 
 But across the street was the new high school gymnasium.  Fancy red brick and 
white stucco.  Blue-green windows that stretched two stories.  Perfectly manicured grass 
out front. 
 Many of the old houses in the middle of town had been torn down and replaced.  
Now it was an entire neighborhood of the same three styles of cheap brick houses, over 
and over.  Like some mad scientist real estate developer ran some house cloning 
experiment. 
 The old makes way for the new.  A building goes out of use, and a new one is put 
up in its place. 
 You have to die to be reborn. 
 We can see a pillar of smoke ahead of us.  A pit forms in my stomach. 
 It gets bigger and bigger.  When we get to the stop sign near the post office, 
Richie and I look at each other.  Somehow, we both know what’s burning. 
 My gas station is on fire.  Only the store itself is engulfed.  The fire hasn’t 
reached the pumps yet.  I hope someone remembered to hit the emergency pump shutoff. 
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 We pull to the side of the road and stand on the grass.  We watch the flames 
pulsate.  I can smell everything inside burning, charring, and melting. 
 Tobacco and menthol smoke. 
 Sugar, caramelizing and boiling. 
 Noxious plastic fumes. 
 I can hear beer bottles exploding as the fire shatters glass. 
 I start laughing. 
 Richie asks, “What’s funny?” 
 I don’t know what’s funny.  Maybe I’m laughing because of just how unfunny 
everything is. 
 “I left my grandma’s Bible at the hospital.” 
 Richie pats me on the shoulder.  “Come on,” he says.  “Let’s go home.” 
 After he drops me off, I sit on my front porch.  No one is around.  I close my eyes 
and listen to the world.  There’s a gentle breeze, and I can hear it rustling leaves together.  
I can hear the tall Johnson grass swaying back and forth.  Birds are chirping and cows are 
mooing.  The world sounds alive. 
 I can hear my memories of this place.  Of Oscar. 
 We spent a lot of time together as kids.  He always looked out for me. 
 When I was ten, Grandpa told us not to climb on top of the garage, but Oscar and 
I did anyway.  There was a tree right behind it that was perfect for climbing.  What were 
we supposed to do, not play outside?  We crawled onto the roof of the sheet tin garage 
and seared our skin on the metal that had been cooked under the sun. 
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 When I was twelve, Oscar and I thought it would be a good idea to take a hatchet 
to the windows of my dad’s old 1972 Gran Torino that was sitting out in the pasture.  
Dad thought it was good idea to take a belt to our backsides.  Oscar said he had smashed 
all the windows, and he took all the licks. 
 When I was thirteen, Oscar and I rode our bikes to the gas station in town to get 
slushes.  He broke the nose of a white boy who tried to steal mine. 
 I open my eyes, and I’m disappointed.  The world is brown and dry, parched by 
the sun.   
 I scratch my face.  You can’t spell “stitches” without the “itch”. 
 God hates Oklahoma, he really does.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Justice
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 I meet Oscar at a bar.  It’s one of those side of the highway places.  Just four walls 
and a roof.  Dimly lit and dark carpets so you can’t see the stains.  The air is heavy with 
tobacco smoke and the smell of stale piss and old vomit.  Eyes follow us as soon as we 
walk in.  They aren’t used to us Skins.  Just a bunch of white guy wearing ball caps and 
flannel shirts tucked into their blue jeans. 
 We drink beer and smoke cigarettes. 
 He leans back and blows smoke in the air.  “You got the shit beat out of you, so 
what?” 
 I sit, hunched over, beer glass in hand.  “Can’t believe the store is gone.” 
 “It’s just a job.” 
 “Yeah, but I was saving money for college.” 
 He laughs.  “And now it’s all gone.” 
 “Just like that.” 
 “And who took that from you?” 
 I stare at him.  “They don’t know how the store burned down.” 
 “Don’t be a dumbass.  Who had a reason to burn it down?” 
 “Assholes, I’m assuming.” 
 He sighs.  “No.  Well, yes.  But they were the worst kind of asshole.  The kind 
who came after you because of who you are.” 
 I don’t think he’s wrong.  In fact I know he’s not.  Not once have I asked myself 
or anyone else why it happened.  I know we’re the focus of misguided rage sometimes.  
But I always thought it was the exception, not the rule.  These events are anomalies.  
Outliers.  I never imagined it happening in our small town, surrounded by other Indians. 
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 “What did that one call you again?  The guy who decked you in the face.” 
 I light up a new cigarette.  “Prairie nigger,” I say through the smoke. 
 “Tell me that’s not charged.” 
 I shrug. 
 “That’s another thing,” he says.  “How fucked up is that?  Taking a racial slur 
meant for blacks and changing it to suit us Indians.” 
 I’ve heard my share of racial slurs, either to my face or through other people’s 
experience.  When it comes to Indians, racists are lazy.  I’ve heard: big red, chief, 
cowboy killer, damn dirty Injun (that one’s my favorite), feather head, bush nigger, red 
nigger, prairie nigger, and buffalo jockey. 
 “It’s lazy,” I say. 
 “Maybe.  Still fucked up.  What’s really fucked up is that Indians been fighting a 
losing battle since Columbus.” 
 Oscar had always felt the sting of everyday life more than the rest of us.  Maybe 
it’s because I looked less Indian, but the bigotry and the prejudice has never really 
bothered me.  Or, more fairly, I never really noticed it.  I think many of the other Indians 
live with it or ignore it.  Most of us do our jobs, raise our families, and go to church.  
That’s right, most Comanche nowadays are dutiful Christian folk.  We break bread and 
get baptized with the best of them.  We sing our hymns and say our hallelujahs; we pass 
the collection plate and attend church picnics.  Personally I never had much room for 
Jesus in my life. 
 I say, “We do what we can.” 
 “Like you?  Saving up money for college?” he asks. 
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 I nod.  “Little by little.” 
 “Bullshit.” 
 “Hey man, it takes time.” 
 “Cousin, you made enough money to pay rent and to buy cigarettes and beer.  Just 
like every other Indian around here.” 
 “I’m going to go back.” 
 “No you’re not.  You’re where you’re at because history put you there.  You 
stood behind that counter every day and just lived how history has set things up for you.  
It’s been pushing and crushing us smaller and smaller since the first smallpox blanket.  
Since the first scent of gunpowder.  Since the first fucking conquistador.” 
 He’s not wrong.  We’ve been fading away for a long time. 
 Though, it could be worse.  Smallpox and cholera destroyed us.  Politics and 
thousand year old hatreds fractured us.  Greed killed all the buffalo.  Everything was 
taken from us.  But then, white soldiers and armies grouped us all together.  They could 
have let all the Indians scatter to the winds.  They could have let us all die alone, one by 
one, in the wilderness.  Instead, they concentrated us.  You could say that the reservation 
saved the Indian way of life.  You could say that, but no one would.  I certainly wouldn’t. 
 He asks, “You know who the Dann sisters are?” 
 I shake my head. 
 “They’re Western Shoshone people.  Live out near Nevada and the surrounding 
area.  Now, back in the 1860’s their people signed a treaty with the US government, 
giving the government rights to pass through the land, but that’s it.  The treaty said they 
would never have to give up their land.” 
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 “So what?” I ask. 
 “So fucking what?  You can’t guess?  The government has been taking or 
destroying that land little by little ever since.  Shoshone land is where they’ve tested 
atomic bombs.  Atomic Indians, just what we need.  The feds tried to run all the horses 
and cattle of their land in late 90’s, because they found gold on that land.” 
 “Can’t they do anything about it?” 
 “They did.  They asked the UN for help.  The UN ordered the US government to 
halt all actions against them.  And what did the government do?” 
 I think about it.  “Nothing?” 
 “Fucking nothing,” says Oscar. 
 That’s the kind of shit you don’t hear about on the news.  Most times when 
Indians come up on the news, it’s because we’re trying to get some professional sports 
team to change their names.  The Redskins were the worst.  A few years ago at a game, 
during halftime they honored the last remaining Navajo code talkers from World War II.  
What a shit show. 
 Oscar leans forward and rests his elbow on the table.  He blows smoke in my face. 
 “You know who John Williams is?” he asks. 
 “The guy who did the music for Star Wars?” 
 “Fuck Star Wars,” he says.  “This happened up in Seattle about five or six years 
ago.  He was Nootka I think, one of those northwest tribes.  He was a woodcarver, sold 
his art on the street up there.  One day, he was crossing the street, holding a hunk of 
wood, and a single blade pocket knife that was closed.  A cop saw him cross the street, 
got out of his car, and told Williams to put the knife down.  Now, Williams was partially 
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deaf, probably never heard it.  So when he didn’t put the knife down, the cop thought the 
most logical thing to do was to shoot him four times in the back.” 
 “What happened to the cop?” I ask. 
 Oscar laughs.  “What do you think?” 
 “Fucking nothing?” 
 Oscar slaps his hand on the table.  “Fucking nothing.  The cop quit the next day, 
and charges were never brought against him.  What did the Williams family get?  A 
measly million and a half, and a totem pole in the middle of Seattle.” 
 I light up another smoke.  “Still, at least his family got some justice.” 
 “That ain’t justice,” says Oscar.  “That’s a payoff.  Hush money.  That’s greed.  
That’s their way of doing things.” 
 “What’s your point?” I ask. 
 “My point is, the Nazis were tried and punished for their crimes.  Nobody has 
ever really been punished for their crimes against Indians.” 
 “That’s just the world we live in,” I say. 
 “Maybe it’s time that changed,” he says. 
 I lift my glass only to stare through the clear bottom. 
 Oscar grabs the pitcher and says, “Or maybe I’m wrong.  God works in 
mysterious ways, everything happens for a reason, whatever.” 
 He walks over to the bar and hands the pitcher to the bartender and puts a fiver on 
the counter. 
 I’m thinking maybe God did me a favor that night.  Melanie could have been 
there with me.  She could have been beaten, or worse.  She could have lost a few teeth, or 
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her face could have been disfigured and scarred.  It’s selfish of me to think, but I don’t 
know if I’d be handle her not being perfect anymore, or at least as perfect as I imagine 
her.  I hate the fact that I feel like this. 
 God doesn’t have a plan.  No one does. 
 Maybe I do need to be saved. 
 As he waits for beer Oscar locks eyes with one of the good ole boys sitting at the 
bar.  He’s a broad man, face spackled with salt and pepper scruff. 
 I recognize him.  His name is Jim Goodwin.  He comes into the store sometimes.  
He drives a big, old pickup truck with a rebel flag decal on the back window, with the 
words “Only God Will Judge Me” written beneath it.  He always bought the cheapest 
full-flavored cigarettes we sold.  He stared me down every time he came in.  His hatred 
was never subtle. 
 I imagine what they’re thinking, what they’re saying to each with their minds. 
 The fuck you doing here, Injun? 
 Whatever I want, free country and all, dickhead. 
 Best be getting out of here. 
 Make me. 
 Oscar picks up the pitcher and starts back to the table, but he lets his gaze linger 
for a second.  When he sits down, the white man is burning holes into his back, weighing 
Oscar down with the gravity of his sight. 
 “Tell me one thing,” says Oscar as he pours me another beer.  “If you had a 
chance to punish the guys who beat you, humiliated you, tore up your store.  Would 
you?” 
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 I tell him that I don’t know. 
 The store is gone.  I guess everyone will have to go to the other station for beer 
and gas. 
 “I mean, you’re right.  It’s just a job.  Maybe I can get hired on at the Mini-Mart,” 
I say. 
 “You got a chance to do something else and you want to work at a gas station 
still?” 
 “Did you ever consider the possibility that I enjoyed my job?” 
 “No,” says Oscar.  “If that were the case you’d be over there weeping on the 
ashes.  Or getting drunk at home alone, not with me.” 
 I laugh.  “Okay, Mr. Master-of-my-own-fucking-destiny, what would you do?” 
 Oscar says, “I’d live.  Drink good coffee, eat good meat.” 
 “Don’t you already do that?” I ask. 
 “I’m already living.” 
 I take another swig of beer.  “Must be nice.” 
 Oscar locks eyes with me.  “Or at the very least, I’d give someone a reason to beat 
the shit out of me and wreck my place of employment.” 
 “We should get going.” 
 We finish our beer and walk outside.  We hear the door open behind us and we 
turn around.  Jim is out there with his friend. 
 Everything is falling apart. 
 He crosses his arms.  “We don’t want to see y’all Injuns out here again.” 
 Oscar takes a drag from his cigarette.  “Or what?” 
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 “Excuse me?” 
 “If we come out here again, what’s going to happen?” 
 He laughs.  “You don’t want to know.” 
 Oscar nods and takes off his jacket.  “I think I do.” 
 The man storms over.  Oscar flicks his cigarette in his face. 
 Time moves in slow motion.  Oscar tackles him.  I reach for them as they fall 
toward the ground.  Before I can grab him, his friend’s fist crumples the side of my face. 
 Save me, Oscar. 
 The inside of my cheek splits like an overfilled water balloon.  The sticky sweet 
copper taste fills my mouth. 
 Acid fills my veins and burns my muscles.  My chest explodes. 
 My vision flashes red.  I swing my arm around like wind, and club my attacker on 
the side of his head. 
 Save me, Oscar, from dumbass rednecks. 
 I’m on top of him now.  My left hand holds him down by his throat.  My right 
hand, balled into justice, comes down and down, again and again. 
 Save me from smallpox blankets. 
 Save me from Andrew Jackson. 
 His hands reach for my face.  He claws and fingers at my nose and mouth.  Each 
hit I make, each second my hand is on his throat, he claws less. 
 Save me from racism. 
 Save me from genocide. 
 Save me from Christ and his followers. 
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 Oscar grabs me and pulls me up.  My chest heaves in and out, my shoulders flare 
up and down.  My vision steadies. 
 I feel euphoric. I feel intoxicated.  I feel righteous. 
 Oscar says to me, “We are warriors.  This is what we do.” 
 I feel saved. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Ghost Dance
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 I wake up on a couch. 
 I run my fingers along the fabric and feel cigarette burns.  Tiny craters seared into 
the upholstery. 
 Not my couch. 
 Where am I?   
 After a night like that your brain is still fogged in the haze of alcohol and rage.  
Your lungs are heavy with mucus and tar. 
 Okay.  Sit up.   
 It’s dark.  Musty. 
 The carpet is brown.  I’m not sure if it started that way.  The walls and ceiling are 
stained yellow.  Sunlight barely creeps through the windows that are caked with dust and 
grime. 
 Across the carpet is the kitchen.  There are no cabinet doors.  The dishes are a 
scattered mix of random dishes.  Nothing matches.  There’s a whole cabinet of just coffee 
cups. 
 The foundation under me pops and groans in protest as I walk over the speckled 
linoleum tiles.  What’s left of them at least.  They’re patchy.  Peeling.  There’s a card 
table in the corner, with two folding chairs.  There’s a bowl of prickly pear cactus pads 
on the table. 
 Why is there so much coffee?  A dozen or more bags sit on the counter, named a 
bunch of things I didn’t understand.  Hawaiian kona, Ethiopian Aramo, and Adame 
Gorbata.   
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 I open the fridge and only a hint of cold escapes.  There’s nothing but peanut 
butter and beer.  How depressing. 
 I walk out the front door.  Dry and hot, as always. 
 Oscar’s car is parked out front.  This must be his house. 
 I rub my forehead and can feel dry, caked blood on my skin.  I can wiggle the 
teeth on the left side of my mouth with my tongue.  There’s dried blood on my shirt. 
 Whose blood? 
 I think, maybe it’s my blood.  But I know it’s white man’s blood. 
 There’s nothing around me but flat plains, dotted with small rolling hills.  I can 
see the Wichita Mountains in the north.  Some of the oldest mountains in existence, 540-
million year old granite monoliths on the horizon.  I see a lone burr oak a few hundred 
feet away, out in a field. 
 I recognize that tree. 
 I recognize this house.  Great Aunt Hazel lived here.  But she’s been dead for ten 
years. 
 I walk around to the back of the house, and see Oscar sitting in a lawn chair.  
There’s two people sitting next to him. 
 “Cousin!” 
 He gets up and hugs me. 
 “You remember cousins Nate and Lance, right?” 
 “Of course I do,” I say.  They both stand up and hug me too. 
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 Nate and Lance were second cousins, or third cousins.  Honestly I’m not sure how 
that works.  Indians don’t really make those kinds of distinctions.  In any case, they were 
the kinds of relatives you only see at big holidays, family reunions, or funerals. 
 Did they live here with Oscar? 
 Did Oscar inherit this house or was he squatting?  Either seemed likely. 
 “Good night last night,” he says. 
 “If you say so.” 
 Oscar turns to Lance and Nate and says, “You should have seen this guy last 
night.  Took the fists good to this redneck.” 
 “Wish I could have been there,” says Nate. 
 “Bet that felt good,” says Lance. 
 I shake my head and crack a nervous smile.  “Just a bar fight.” 
 Oscar tells me to take a seat. 
 He sets up a fourth lawn chair and pours me a cup of coffee from a thermos while 
I climb up. 
 I take a sip.  “Wow.  This is some damn good coffee.” 
 He nods.  “Tell me, how are you feeling?” 
 I thought about it.  “Surprisingly good.” 
 “That’s because you got a little taste of justice last night.” 
 “Felt more like revenge.” 
 “No,” says Oscar.  “Revenge is petty.  It’s small.  Weak.  What we did, was 
justice.  It was right.” 
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 It felt right, but it didn’t.  Haven’t we always been told to turn the other cheek?  
Forgive those who trespass against us?  I’m sore, and I’m tired, and there’s blood on my 
clothes.  But I feel good.  I’ve never felt more alive than I did last night. 
 “Still, I don’t think I’ll be getting into more fights any time soon.” 
 “We all have to fight sometimes, cousin.” 
 I shrug. 
 “Isn’t this Grandma Hazel’s house?” I ask. 
 “It was, but it’s ours now,” says Lance. 
 “So what is it you do out here?” 
 “Prepare ourselves,” says Nate. 
 “Prepare for what?” 
 “Cousin,” Oscar says, “do you know what the Ghost Dance is?” 
 I say no. 
 “The Ghost Dance was prophesized by Wovoka, a Northern Palute Indian.  It was 
said that if the dance was done properly, it would bring all the dead Indians back to life, 
the buffalo would walk the plains again, and the whites would be swept away.” 
 Clearly, none of those things happened. 
 “So what happened?” I ask. 
 He took a long sip of coffee and said, “A bunch of Lakota Sioux tried it.  I don’t 
think I need to tell you about Wounded Knee.” 
 He doesn’t.  Every Indian knows about that. 
 “But the fact is, the white government saw a threat, and they handled it.” 
 “Clearly,” I say. 
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 “But here’s the best part.  I know why the Ghost Dance failed.” 
 Nate and Lance nod and smile in anticipation. 
 “The Comanche,” says Oscar.  “Never took part in the Ghost Dance.  Imagine if 
the meanest, baddest motherfuckers on the plains took part in the Ghost Dance.  What 
would have happened then?” 
 I say, “Too bad it can’t happen.” 
 “But what if it were?” 
 “What do you mean?” I ask. 
 “What if the Ghost Dance were real?” 
 “But we know it’s not.” 
 Oscar shakes his head.  “No.  What I mean is, if we could sweep away all the 
white people, should we?” 
 I don’t have an answer for him. 
 “Come on,” he says.  “I want to show you something.” 
 We stand up and look at each other.  Oscar smiles.  A sympathetic smile. 
 An apologetic smile 
 He hugs me.  A real hug, like he’s breathing in all my burdens. 
 “This is the start of something great,” says Oscar. 
 “What’s that?”   
 Oscar grasps my right wrist with his left hand.  He pulls a knife from his back 
pocket. 
 “Knives were very important for our people.  They were used in war and at home.  
They were also important in mourning.” 
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 I tug slightly, but Oscar holds tight. 
  ‘What are you doing?” I ask. 
 He kisses the palm of my hand.  “Saving you.” 
 He sinks the knife into my skin near the elbow, and pulls down to my wrist.  It 
burns as my nerve endings sever and my vessels open.  Blood streams down my arm and 
drips to the ground. 
 “What the fuck!?” I yell.  I try to pull away but he won’t let go. 
 “This is how our warriors mourned each other,” he says.  “They slashed their 
arms in grief.” 
 I start to feel woozy and I drop to my knees.  “What the fuck am I grieving!?” 
 “Your life,” he says.  “My life.  The lives of our people.  We grieve for them.”  
He squeezes my arm, and blood trickles on the ground. 
 “We bleed for them,” he says.  “So many Comanche never grieved for.” 
 “I’m going to bleed to death,” I say.  I plead. 
 I look at Lance and Rosey, my eyes darting back and forth in panic.  I see that 
each of them have a vertical scar on their left arms, from elbow to wrist. 
 He drops the knife and slaps me across the face.  For a moment, I forget my arm 
is bleeding. 
 “I will treat the wound,” says Oscar.  “But first you have to accept this.  This is 
the moment you were made again.” 
 I look at Nate and Lance, and notice they have vertical scars down their right 
arms, from elbow to wrist.  They just watch me bleed. 
 “Okay.”  I breathe in and out. 
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 Deep.  In and out. 
 “Okay.” 
 He kneels on the ground next to me, still squeezing my wrist.  “The Great Spirit 
formed our people from dust, and gave us the power of mighty storms.” 
 He lets go, and I fall to the ground and stare at the sky.  I can feel the dead grass 
and dry earth scratch the skin on my neck and arms. 
 “One day,” Oscar says.  “Someone will bleed for you.”
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
The Gospel of Iron Jacket
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 Oscar filets a prickly pear pad, and presses it over my wound, and wraps it with 
cloth. 
 “What’s with the prickly pear?” I ask. 
 He says that it’s an old Comanche treatment.  Our ancestors used it to treat 
wounds and prevent infection. 
 “You cut me,” I say. 
 “Quit your whining,” he says. 
 We sit inside at the card table and he pours me a cup of coffee. 
 “Mocca Sanani Yemen.  Full body, low acid, rich and smooth,” he says. 
 “Is this your favorite coffee?” I ask. 
 “No.  La Minita Estate.  It’s only grown on one plantation in Costa Rica.” 
 “You really know your coffee.” 
 “I’ve been all over the country, cousin,” he says.  “And I’ve drank a lot of coffee.  
At a lot of good coffee shops.” 
 “Why?” 
 “Coffee is an interesting thing.  The bean itself can take on certain flavors, 
depending on the soil, climate, weather patterns.  It contains the soul of the earth.  It can 
tell us how the world is changing.” 
 “Huh,” I say.  “Got any cream and sugar?” 
 I know the look on his face.  It’s saying are you fucking kidding me? 
 The house looks like it’s going to fall apart around us at any moment.  The 
cleanest thing in here is the coffee pot and the French press.  For a moment I wish that it 
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would fall on us.  I wish that stray electrical wire with no insulation would spark the 
insulation.  Instant conflagration.  You have to die to be reborn. 
 Oscar pours me another cup of coffee and says, “Tell me cousin.  Do you know 
any stories of our people?” 
 I say I know the tales of the coyote and the skunk, the tale of the buffalo, and how 
the Great Spirit created us. 
 Oscar tells me the story of Pohebits-quasho.  Iron Jacket. 
 
 And so it was more Comanche bands arrived every day, and every warrior among 
them knew the name of their band, the Quahadi, the Antelope-Eaters.  Every Comanche 
had heard of the Quahadi’s new war chief.  He was young, yet not even the oldest warrior 
would speak before him.  Every Comanche warrior looked to the young man for 
guidance, for wisdom, for strength.  He was the greatest buffalo hunter, the greatest 
horseman, the strongest warrior.  And his closest war brothers knew he was also much 
more.  His name was Pohebits-quasho, Iron Jacket.  It was said that bullets bounced off 
his skin.  It was said that he could blow bullets aside with his breath. 
 
 “Iron Jacket was a great hero of our people,” says Oscar. 
 
 At that time, the warriors gathered Iron Jacket spoke, and their anxious hearts 
stilled immediately.  He spoke with few words, but they were words that brought a great 
joy to the listeners.  And this was his message.  “The Comanche would ride this full 
moon, and I, if you wish, will lead you.  I will lead you all.”  At once the representatives 
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of the other bands spoke, and joined their voices to Iron Jacket’s war brothers as they 
cheered him.  And as he heard their cheers, Iron Jacket said, “In two night’s time, the 
moon will be full.  And the Comanche will ride as one people.” 
 
 “He united the bands, he led them all, and they all followed him,” says Oscar.  
“Not merely because of his strength and his ability.  But because of his voice.  He made 
them believe that they could win.” 
 
 And it was for an entire summer he looted and raided, taking hundreds of slaves, 
and burning thousands of homes.  The Mexicans sent their best general against him, but 
the man returned, pale and ill, with only a handful of his men remaining.  He said that 
Iron Jacket must be a supernatural being, for he had seen the Comanche chief shot dead 
center without any harm coming to him.  The Mexicans and Texans became terrified of 
Iron Jacket, and he became a name to be feared. 
 
 “Fear and wonder,” says Oscar.  “Those things can do more than any army.  A 
single man can change the world.” 
  
 Iron Jacket knelt in the dirt as tears poured down his face.  His wife and daughter 
lay under the Wichita Mountains, and their belongings lay burning before him, the flames 
dancing on his tear-soaked face.  The smallpox had taken them both and devastated the 
Quahadi.  Barely half of them remained.  Iron Jacket was devastated.  He could not eat, 
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he could not speak. He slashed at his own arms in mourning, as was the custom, showing 
the depths of his grief.  For many years Iron Jacket mourned.   
 
 “But he was not invincible,” says Oscar.  “His greatest weakness, like most of us, 
was love.  Love leads to loss.  Then grief.  Then inaction.” 
 
 Then the smallpox came, then the cholera came, and their great war bands no 
longer rode out every full moon.  Their villages became abandoned.  Their enemies no 
longer shook with fear at their name.  The buffalo herds were dying as white hunters took 
them, slaughtering them in greater and greater numbers.  The Comanche had no farms, 
the buffalo were their life.  And the white hunters, despite how many the Comanche 
killed, seemed never-ending. 
 
 “Inaction,” Oscar says.  “Is the beginning of the end.” 
 
 And still the young warriors clamored for Iron Jacket to gather the war bands 
again, as he had done before the great dying.  He was reluctant, for he did not know why 
he could not be touched by bullets or blades, why he seemed to have limitless strength, 
why the smallpox had not touched him, or why he could travel so far and so fast without 
exhaustion. 
 
 “Inaction leads to doubt.  When you stop believing that you can’t be touch by 
bullets or blades, those things stop being true.” 
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 His old war-brothers had respected him for his abilities, now he was revered.  But 
he saw the faces of the dead whenever he closed his eyes.  Women and children falling 
apart in his hands like water. He could not sleep through the night any more.  He did not 
want to go to war again. But his people needed him. And so he must. 
 
 “The roads of grief and inaction and doubt lead to desperation.” 
 
 The Comanche rode again, and these raids tore the Texan rangers and US army 
apart.  They fell back in disarray, terrified of Iron Jacket, the legend that rode at the head 
of hundreds of screaming warriors.  But though their bullets bounced off Iron Jacket, they 
did not bounce of his war-brothers.  And every brother who lay beneath the mountains 
was one less brother to ride with them. 
 The bands were weak, dying of diseases that Iron Jacket could not see or stop.  
Having to ride further and further apart, scattering themselves, to find the buffalo.  
Unable to sleep for the faces of the dead that broke apart and spilled through his hands 
each night, Iron Jacket ran beneath the moon, travelling vast distances in seconds, 
searching for the hunters who killed the buffalo.  He killed them wherever he found them.  
But the next month as he searched, he found a village of Comanche instead.  They lay 
slaughtered, fifty women, children, old people, all mutilated in the same way as he had 
mutilated the hunters.  Iron Jacket could not look at them, he staggered away. 
 
 “If you doubt yourself, those who follow you will fall.” 
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 The Comanche village was dead, and the soldiers walked among the corpses, 
checking that none survived.  Captain Rip Ford stood beside his horse and watched them 
with a merciless eye.  He cared nothing for these people.  It was said that Rip Ford knew 
how to kill Indians.  And this Iron Jacket was no different than other powerful chiefs. 
You took out their heart first, their homes, their food, their lives.  You broke them down 
until they welcomed death.  
 And the Tonkawa Indian that sat in front of Rip Ford had a vicious look to him.  
He said his name was Pockmark, and he was well-named, for the pox had scarred him 
deeply.  But he led a force of hundreds of Tonkawa warriors, and they hated the 
Comanche who had long raided their fellow Indians just as much as anyone else.  More 
than this, Pockmark said he had a way to kill Iron Jacket. 
 Iron Jacket sat, silently, in his hut.  His war brothers sat outside, fearful, worried.  
They had brought their chief news of the approaching army, that it had massacred the 
village a day’s journey down the river.  But Iron Jacket hadn’t even replied.  He had just 
gone into his hut and sat. 
 
 “Grief and inaction and doubt will take everything from you, until nothing is left.” 
 
 The white men and their Tonkawa allies lined up outside Iron Jacket’s village.  
For the last time Iron Jacket mounted his horse, still leaping into the saddle in a single 
bound as he had done as a youth.  But his face was weary, his eyes hooded, and his 
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mouth heavily drawn.  His last war-brothers lined up beside him.  Many had come from 
the Comanche bands nearby.   
 The name of Iron Jacket could still raise an army.  He rode out alone to the lines 
of soldiers.  He saw their captain, a hard-faced man with cold eyes.  He fixed him with a 
stare that threatened to burn the man alive where he sat.  But he could not do it this time, 
he could not face more death. Iron Jacket rode up and down the lines of soldiers, as they 
fired at him, their bullets bouncing off his skin as they had always done.  He said, “At 
least I could do this, I could at least give my brothers courage.” 
 Pockmark grinned as he raised up his buffalo gun, already loaded.  Pockmark 
would avenge is family, he would not falter.  With a cry of rage he fired.  The great Iron 
Jacket turned in his saddle at the cry, for an instant he looked straight at Pockmark, 
seeing the gun in his hands.  But he did not move, or dodge the shot.  He sat there, and 
shook in his seat as the bullet tore his iron skin open.  As he slumped to the side and fell 
from his saddle his brothers cried out in horror.  Rip Ford raised his sabre at the lines of 
Indians before him.  
 
 I stare into my empty cup, and examine the brown stain at the bottom.  It looks 
like a human heart. 
 I wonder what the point of Oscar’s sermon was.   
 “Do you understand what I’m saying to you?” he asks. 
 I tell him I don’t. 
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 “Iron Jacket was Comanche.  All Comanche.  Our collective will and strength.  
When he was strong the tribe was strong.  When he faltered, the tribe faltered.  And when 
he fell, we fell.” 
 I don’t believe in reincarnation at all, but for some reason I wanted to know.  I 
had to know. 
 I ask, “Do you think you’re Iron Jacket?” 
 “I am whatever people are going to call me.  But they will remember me, they 
will remember us.” 
 He stands, and my eyes follow his. 
 “We have the power to change the world.” 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Punishment
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 My cousins and I are war-brothers.  Without each other, we are like bows without 
arrows.  Horses without riders. 
 Symbiotic.  Complimentary. 
 It’s in the newspaper I read that Snyder’s Liquor store burned to the ground 
overnight.  How two men broke in the back door, and doused the bottles and counters and 
shelves with gasoline.  It’s in the newspaper I read that the police have no real leads.  
They don’t know if it’s a random act of vandalism or if it was premeditated. 
 Everyone has the same questions. 
 Who would do this? 
 Why? 
 Where would all the Indians around town get their liquor now? 
 “What we have to do,” Oscar says to me, “is remind people of how strong our 
people can still be.” 
 For the next two weeks, Oscar, Nate, Lance and I run through the town.  Ghost 
dancing. 
 
 We go to the Red Dirt Bar, and pick a fight.  We know this is a place to go.  This 
is where all the rednecks go.  When we pull into the parking lot, there’s more than one 
truck with some kind of rebel flag on it.  We’re in the right place. 
 If one or two Indians walk into a redneck bar, that’s not a big deal.  If three or 
more walk in, then they know there’s a problem.  A couple of them approach us, and ask 
us what we’re doing here. 
 Oscar says, “Minding our own fucking business.” 
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 One of them suggests we leave. 
 “Fuck you.” 
 In an instant the bar is a tornado of fists, pool cues, beer bottles and ashtrays.  We 
get our licks in, and take a few ourselves. 
 But this is the first step. 
 The first step in the Ghost Dance. 
 
 Melanie wonders why my knuckles are raw.  I tell her that Oscar and I were out at 
a bar and got in a little scuffle.  Nothing to worry about. 
 She accepts it, but I can tell she’s still uneasy. 
 “Just be careful,” she says.  “I don’t want you ending up in the hospital again.” 
 
 Oscar put Nate and Lance in charge of vandalism, or as he put it, “righteous 
deconstruction”.  We discussed all the teachers we had throughout the years that had been 
mean to us, or racist to us.  Every single one that called us “chief” or “red”. 
 Their tires we slashed. 
 Their windows in their homes were shattered. 
 Furniture broken. 
 Possessions smashed. 
 Mattresses and clothes ripped to shreds. 
 Every single teacher or authority figure that was supposed to helped us as kids, 
but instead never gave us a chance. 
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 One night Oscar and I wait near the sandwich shop, to the side near the dumpster.  
Out of the light.  The store closes in five minutes. 
 Jerry is closing all by himself tonight.  Through the windows, we watch him wipe 
down tables.  We walk in. 
 He looks up and says to us, “Sorry fellas, but we’re closed.” 
 “We still got five minutes,” I say. 
 “Not sure what to tell you,” he says.  “we already put most everything away.” 
 “Oh, we’re not here for sandwiches,” says Oscar. 
 Jerry’s face is confused.  Contorted.  He doesn’t realize what’s happening until 
we grab him. 
 We get him on his knees and I hold his arms back. 
 ‘What the fuck?” he yells.  “What the fuck do you want?” 
 “Justice, Jerry,” says Oscar. 
 “What the fuck are you talking about?” 
 “Let me tell you a story,” says Oscar.  “A story about a pathetic man, who can’t 
get women his own age, so he preys on the high school girls.” 
 “Now hold on—“ 
 “A man with no other skills than putting toppings on sandwiches.” 
 Oscar walks behind the counter and grabs the bin of ham slices. 
 “What are you doing?” ask Jerry. 
 I jerk his arms and say, “Shut up.” 
 “Open your mouth,” says Oscar. 
 Jerry refuses. 
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 Oscar clamps his nose shut.  Jerry starts to thrash around and I start to think his 
nose is going to tear off at any second. 
 Jerry opens his mouth and tries to take a deep gasp.  Before he can, Oscar shoves 
a handful of ham in his mouth. 
 Oscar does it again and again, until Jerry’s throat is filled with it. 
 “Just like the pig you are,” says Oscar. 
 Oscar punches him straight on the chin.  Jerry’s head snaps back and his body 
slouches.  I let him go and he melts to the ground. 
 Oscar puts his knee on Jerry’s chest and grabs his cheek. 
 “Stay away from Laura Kinsey.  Stay away from the other Indians girls.  If I get 
wind of you sniffing around them ever again, I’ll cut off your fucking balls.” 
 
 It’s on the news a week later that the Red Dirt bar had burned down.  
 The police hold a press conference.  They say that this latest act of arson was a 
string of connected events.  Crimes perpetrated by a yet unidentified hate group.  I didn’t 
even know that Indians could be in hate groups. 
 
 We track down a former Lawton police officer, Louis Mosby.  He had killed an 
unarmed Indian man six years ago.  Shot him three times: twice in the chest and once in 
the neck.  He was put on paid administrative leave and then resigned when the 
investigation was ongoing. 
 He’s eating dinner with his family at an Applebee’s.  He gets up to go to the 
bathroom, and we follow him.  Nate waits at the door.  Oscar, Lance, and I follow him 
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inside.  Oscar throws him through a stall door.  I can hear Louis hit the toilet with a thud.  
Lance pulls him out by his hair and pulls him to the center of the bathroom.  Oscar and 
Lance hold him down. 
 “You,” Oscar says, pointing to me, “break his fingers.” 
 He pleads with us. 
 He doesn’t understand. 
 Why are we doing this? 
 What did he do wrong? 
 I freeze.  I don’t see an Indian killer.  I see a frightened man in his mid-fifties.  I 
see a man who maybe made a mistake once in his life.  I see a man who was just trying to 
have dinner with his family. 
 Lance stuffs a sock in his mouth and says, “You may want to bite on this, Indian 
killer.” 
 His eyes get wide.  He knows who we are.  What we’re going to do.  He’s seen 
the reports. 
 “Brandon.  His fingers,” says Oscar.  “That way he’ll never shoot an Indian ever 
again.” 
 I can’t.  I’m frozen. 
 Oscar sighs and grabs Louis’ fingers, and he snaps each one.  It sounds like sticks 
breaking.  Louis groans in pain with ligament that tears.  His face is red, and he’s crying. 
 After Oscar breaks the last finger, he and Lance shove the poor man back into a 
stall.  We walk out of the restaurant.  Calm, but fast.  As soon as we get outside, we sprint 
down the road into the night. 
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 The next day, I go to Oscar’s.  He’s waiting inside. 
 “We have a problem, cousin,” says Oscar. 
 ‘What’s that?” I ask. 
 “What happened to you last night?” 
 I was scared, but I tell him, “Four on one didn’t seem like much of a challenge.” 
 “It’s not about a challenge.  It’s about sending a message.” 
 “It won’t happen again okay?” 
 “Come on,” he says.  “Let’s go outside.”  We walk about back.  Nate and Lance 
are pounding dried meat into powder with stones. 
 “We need to know you’re in this with us.  That you’re going all the way with 
this.” 
 “You know I am, I’ve been here since the beginning.” 
 “Prove it,” says Oscar.  He nods to Lance and Nate, and they grab my arms. 
 Oscar gets right in my face.  I can taste the stink of coffee and pemmican on his 
breath. 
 “What do you want out of this?” he asks. 
 I’m trapped.  I yank my arms but my cousins hold strong. 
 “The same thing you do,” I say.  “Justice.” 
 ‘No,” says Oscar.  “You faulted last night.  You didn’t have the stomach.  Which 
makes me think you’re not into this.  I need you to prove you are.” 
 “Oscar…” 
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 He punches me.  Just below the chest, right under the sternum.  My insides burn 
and I feel the air rush from my lungs, like a vacuum sucking out my bronchioles.  I fall to 
my knees and gasp for air. 
 “What do you want out of this?” he asks again. 
 I can’t breathe. 
 He slaps me across the face. 
 He keeps asking me.  What do you want out of this?  What do you want out of 
this?  What do you want out of this? 
 I don’t know, I think.  I don’t know. 
 It’s not okay that I don’t know. 
 He punches me in the mouth. 
 I taste blood again.  It ignites my body. 
 Anger surging.  Chest tightening.  Vision steadies. 
 I’m able to breathe again.  Short breaths at first.  Then deeper.  In and out.  In and 
out. 
 Lance and Nate release their grip on me.  I stay on my knees and draw air into my 
lungs.  Anger needs oxygen. 
 Then, I explode up and catch Lance across the face with a right hook.  I spin 
around and back fist Lance in the temple.  They both crumple to the ground. 
 Live in this moment.  Live in your anger. 
 Oscar asks me again.  “What do you want out of this?” 
 “I want to get back at the guys who beat the shit out of me.” 
 Oscar hugs me.  “You’re almost ready.  You’re one step closer.” 
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 “We, are one step closer.”
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CHAPTER NINE 
Ancient Things
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 “What are we doing today?” I ask Oscar. 
 “Today,” he says.  “We make pemmican.” 
 ‘What’s Pemmican?” 
 “The world’s first energy bar,” he says.  He reaches into the cabinet at his feet and 
pulls out a large sack of dried meat strips. 
 “Jerky?” I ask. 
 “Please,” he says.  “This is deer.  We sliced it and dried it ourselves out back.” 
 Suddenly the racks over the campfire outside make sense. 
 “The Comanche made great use of pemmican because it had a high calorie 
content.  They’d take it on hunting and war parties, or they’d save it for the winter when 
food was short.  They used to sell it to white traders, who called it Indian bread.” 
 “So how do we make it.?” 
 “I’m glad you ask,” Oscar says. “First, we pound meat.  Come on.” 
 We walk out to the back.  He’s got the lawn chairs set up with two large wooden 
bowls sitting next to them.  They both have large round stones in them. 
 “Set the bowl in your lap, like this,” he says.  “And basically, just grind and 
pound the shit out of this meat.” 
 So I do.  I put the jerky in the bowl and start smashing it with the stones.  I grind 
the meat between the stone and the wood.  It eventually gets smaller and smaller. 
 When my forearms start to burn I ask him, “Couldn’t we just use a blender?” 
 “It’s important we do it this way,” he says.  “Like our people used to do.” 
 I’m all for respecting traditions, but why do it harder when we don’t have to?  
Oscar has his reasons.  Maybe it builds character. 
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 When my arms are gelatin and I’m sticky with sweat and the meat is ground into a 
fine power, we go back inside.  We put our bowls of powdered meat on the counter, and 
Oscar places a pot on the stove and turns the heat on.  He reaches into the fridge and pulls 
out a large bowl, filled with chunks of animal fat.  He scoops it into the pot. 
 “Next,” he says.  “We render fat.” 
 We watch as liquid fat melts off, and the chunks of fat turn into cracklings. 
 “Keep stirring,” says Oscar.  “You know it’s done when you end up having small, 
dry looking and browned fatty cracklings in a bath of clear fat.” 
 When it’s ready, Oscar pours the fat through a strainer into a mason jar. 
 “Now, what we could do,” he says.  “Is put a lid on this jar, let it cool, then we’ll 
have some good fat to cook with.  But, what we’re going to do instead, is this.” 
 He brings over the bowl of pulverized meat and pours the liquid fat into it. 
 “Stir.” 
 I swirl the concoction around with a large wooden spoon.  As the meat powder 
absorbs the fat, it turns into a kind of paste.  Oscar pours in a small baggie of dried 
cranberries. 
 When all the ingredients are combined, Oscars sets the ball of calories onto a 
baking sheet and spreads it out to the edges. 
 He puts it in the fridge and says, “When it’s cooled, we’ll cut it into bars.  That 
stuff is shelf safe and won’t spoil for months.” 
 What an odd food.  Meat brownies. 
 Oscar takes a paper bag out of the fridge. 
 “Got some bars right here, and we’re going to need them.” 
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 “What for?” I ask. 
 “Tonight, we hunt.” 
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CHAPTER TEN 
Savagery
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 Oscar and I step outside.  It’s dark, not a cloud in the sky.  The stars are bright and 
I can see the constellations. 
 It’s a full moon out tonight. 
 We climb into the car and set off into the night.  We drive through the web of dirt 
roads between town and the mountains.  Roads that go which way and that, turning into 
dead ends and other roads with different numbers and names. 
 Oscar and I finally pull off to the side of the road.  It’s one of those out in the 
middle of nowhere that they didn’t even call anything.  N2410 Road. 
 We pull up next to another car.  I see Nate and Lance sitting inside. 
 We all get out and look at each other. 
 “You get him?” asks Oscar. 
 “Oh yeah we did,” says Nate. 
 “Fucker fought us too, but we got him,” says Lance. 
 They open the trunk and pull out a white man. 
 He’s young, maybe in his mid-twenties.  His hands are tied behind his back, his 
mouth is gagged, and his face is bloody and beaten.   
 Oscar asks me, “Do you know his name?” 
 “He’s Dave.”  Dave the line cook at the burger place.  Dave who liked to chase 
high school girls. 
 Oscar removes his gag.  “Do you know why you’re here, Dave?” 
 “Fuck you,” he gags, through his busted lips. 
 “Brandon, tell him why he’s here.” 
 “You’re here because of Laura Kinsey,” I say. 
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 “Little bitch,” says Dave. 
 Oscar kicks him in the gut. 
 “You took advantage of her, a sixteen year old girl,” I say. 
 “An Indian girl,” says Oscar. 
 Dave doesn’t say anything.  He gets this look in his eyes, pure hatred, like fuck 
you and fuck all you Indians. 
 Oscar lights a cigarette and says to me, “Do it.” 
 I punch Dave in the face.  I punch him over and over again until his nose flattens 
and his teeth shatter.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
Torture
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 The next morning, I’m still washing blood off my hands when Oscar calls me and 
tells me to come over.  He says we have work to do. 
 Maybe he’s going to show me how to properly butcher a buffalo.  Where would 
he even get a buffalo? 
 When I get there, I go around the back. 
 Oscar’s waiting there, arms crossed. 
 “Good, you’re here.  We can start,” he says.  “You did well last night.” 
 “Thanks,” I say. 
 “It’s time for the next step.” 
 “What’s the next step?” I ask. 
 “Bring her out!” 
 Nate and Lance come out of the house, dragging a woman behind them.  They tie 
her hands up to a post.  She’s on her knees, sobbing. 
 Oscar stands next to her, holding his knife. 
 “Do you know this woman?” Oscar asks. 
 She’s sobbing. 
 “That’s Jane Campbell.” 
 “Right.”  He squats in front of Jane and says, “Hi Jane.  Do you know why you’re 
here?” 
 “Please,” she chokes out.  “I don’t know.” 
 “Tell her why she’s here, Brandon.” 
 “She cheats on her husband.” 
 “With Indian men.  She spreads her filth to Indian men.” 
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 Oscar stands over her, and stares at her with the utmost hatred, and grabs a 
handful of her hair. 
 He pulls her head back, and runs the knife down her face.  From the forehead, 
past the nose and lips, down to her chin.  She screams as her face opens. 
 I feel sick.  Acid bubbles in my stomach and up my throat.  It taste horrible. 
 Burning terrible.  Searing. 
 She doesn’t deserve this.  Does she? 
 “There.  No one will want her ever again.” 
 Jesus Christ.  Is this happening? 
 Oscar turns to me and says, “I need something from you.” 
 “What?” 
 He hands me the knife.  “You need to make your mark on her.” 
 “She’s already bleeding.” 
 “Cut her.” 
 “I don’t get it,” I say.  “She’s already fucked.” 
 “We’re in this together.” 
 I’m scared.  I have a feeling that if I don’t hurt her, Oscar will hurt me.  I take the 
knife in my hand.  It’s trembling.  I’m going crazy. 
 She didn’t deserve this.  She never hurt any Indians I knew.  In fact, she loved 
Indian men, quite literally. 
 “Do it.” 
 I put the knife to her face, and close my eyes.  I pull it across her cheekbone. 
 She screams again. 
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 I spin around and vomit. 
 
 When I open my eyes, I’m on Oscar’s couch again.  For a moment I think it’s a 
bad dream, that I really didn’t slice Jane Campbell’s face open.  I hope and wish I’m not 
the kind of man who would do that.  But then I look over and see Oscar sitting in the 
kitchen.   
 “Welcome back,” he says. 
 “What happened?” 
 “You’ve been asleep.” 
 I just stare at him. 
 “You feeling okay?” he asks. 
 I’m fucked, of course. 
 “Oscar, what did we do?” 
 “Are you talking about what happened out back?” 
 “Fuck you,” I say.  “The last thing I remember I was standing over Jane and—“ 
 I can’t finish the sentence.  I can’t even finish the thought. 
 “You did what you were supposed to do,” he says.  “And then you puked on 
yourself and passed out.” 
 ‘What happened to Jane?” 
 “After I brought you inside I too her into town and dumped her in front of the post 
office.  You’ve been out for about four hours.” 
 I sit up and rub my face. 
 “Don’t feel bad,” he says.  “We’re warriors.  It’s what we do.” 
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 I say through my palms, “I thought you were going to hurt me.” 
 “Hurt you?” says Oscar.  “I could never hurt you.  I love you.” 
 He sits down next to me and hands me cup of coffee. 
 “Ethiopian Sidamo,” he says.  ‘Rich.  Hints of spice and wine.” 
 I take a sip.  It tastes like coffee. 
 “Why else would I burn down your store?” 
 My store. 
 He burned down my store? 
 He burned down my store. 
 I rolled that thought in my head over and over and over again. 
 “What?” 
 “I had to.” 
 “You were trapped.” 
 I was fine. 
 “You were lost.” 
 Not until now. 
 “I saved you.” 
 You saved shit. 
 That place wasn’t much but it was all I had. 
 My feet are hot.  I notice that I’ve already dropped the coffee, and it’s still 
burning through my shoes, seeping through the canvas. 
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 I don’t remember leaving, and all of the sudden I’m in the car.  I’ve already left 
Cache.  Blurs of car dealerships, fast food places, tire stores, and pawn shops streak past 
me.  I’m already in Lawton. 
 I need a drink. 
 I pull into a place called the FUBAR Saloon.  A plain brown brick building with 
decaying roof tiles.  There’s a sign on the door that says, “NO CUTS, NO COLORS.” 
 I call Richie and tell him to come drink with me. 
 He must’ve heard how I felt through the phone.  He’s there in twenty minutes. 
 Shit.  He’s a good friend. 
 I’m already five glasses of whiskey in when he sits down next to me. 
 “What’s up man?” he asks. 
 “Richie,” I say, “Richie man, I’m in a rough spot.” 
 “Yeah, you look it.” 
 He orders two shots of whiskey. 
 We throw them back and burn our throats. 
 “So what kind of bind are you in?” 
 “It’s big Richie.  Everything is so fucked.  I’m not sure—“ 
 “Yeah, I don’t give a shit,” he says. 
 “What?” 
 “You’ve barely talked to me in weeks.” 
 “I know but—“ 
 “Look,” he says, cutting me off.  “Ever since Oscar came back, you vanished.  
When you do come around, you got new scars and bruises.  Every time” 
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 My hands are shaking. 
 “I don’t know what the fuck you two are doing.  But you need to get your shit in 
order.  Cut him out.  He’s poison.” 
 I rub my face, and Richie puts his hand on my shoulder. 
 “Get your shit together, and then give me a call.” 
 After he leaves, I down two more shots of whiskey. 
 I sit in the alcohol-tobacco haze of the bar and wonder how after only a few 
weeks, Oscar has turned myself upside down.  My fingers twitch and my stomach 
protests.  I look at the people around me and wonder why they are here.  We must all be 
holding on to horrible secrets to be drinking at this time of the day. 
 It’s at the bar I hear that John Shaw, local bowling alley employee, had been 
found leaning against the front door of the high school gymnasium.  Barely conscious, 
hands tied behind his back, bleeding profusely. 
 They put his picture on the screen, and I know him.  It’s A NEW DAY.  It’s the 
man who called me prairie nigger. 
 What the news didn’t tell you, is that he was bleeding from the crotch.  Word 
travels quickly, and the other day-drinkers tell me that his genitals had been cut off, and 
stuffed in his mouth. 
 That’s ancient torture. 
 Comanche torture. 
 Maybe I should be grateful that his eyelids weren’t cut off.  Maybe I should be 
grateful that he wasn’t buried up to his neck next to an ant mound. 
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 Maybe I should be grateful that he’s probably going to die from the blood loss.  
What kind of man would be fine with living without his balls? 
 My body goes numb. 
 So this is what revenge feels like. 
 Sick. 
 Pale. 
 Nauseous. 
 I nearly blind with alcohol.  I step through the door and walk outside.  I have to 
hold on to the wall to keep myself from falling into the sky.  I stumble to my car. 
 Then everything goes black.
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
Blasphemy
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 I wake up to my steering wheel stretching my brow and fore against gravity. 
 Fuck, my head hurts. 
 How long have I been out?  It’s night now.  A few hours. 
 I think about Oscar.  Then I hate myself for thinking about Oscar.  I hate myself 
for everything he put me through.  For everything I’ve put myself through.   
 I have to deal with him. 
 As I drive, the constant pulse of streetlights draw shadowy designs on the car’s 
interior.  There are no more lights when I get out of the city.  Just darkness. 
 Can I live with myself?  Can I live with everything I’ve done? 
 I see two dots of light on the horizon. 
 Maybe this will be easier. 
 I let the car drift into the oncoming lane. 
 The headlights come, bigger and bigger.  The car horn screams at me. 
 I begin the countdown.  Five, four, three, two, one. 
 The oncoming car swerves out of the way.  I’m sure I can hear the driver 
screaming at me.  Fucking idiot.  He’s got that right. 
 I drift back into my lane. 
 You have to die to be reborn. 
 I drive to Oscar’s house.  There’s no cars around the house.  No lights on.  Oscar 
and the boys must be out hunting.  Dancing the Ghost Dance. 
 I walk through the house.  I shuffle over the old carpet and feel it crunch beneath 
my feet.  I run my fingers along the stained walls.  I drift through the speckled linoleum 
kitchen.  On the counter is a French press, a copper kettle, and several bags of coffee. 
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 Why all the coffee? 
 Hawaiian kona, Ethiopian Aramo, and Adame Gorbata. 
 Didn’t Oscar know that Indians didn’t invent coffee?  It’s from the Middle East. 
And Africa.  If he was so set on sweeping away the whites, he’d have to sweep away the 
coffee. 
 Fuck coffee. 
 Fuck Oscar. 
 Fuck him, and Nate, and Lance, and pemmican, and knives. 
 To hell with this Indian bullshit. 
 There’s a kerosene chamber lamp sitting on the end table in the living room.  
Grandma always used kerosene to treat deep cuts.  Years ago, when I stepped on a rusty 
nail, she made me soak my foot in a bowl of the stuff. 
 I light the lamp and open the front door.  I linger in the threshold. 
 Fuck this house. 
 I throw the lamp at the wall above the cigarette burned pockmarked couch.  The 
flames fall like napalm.  It’s beautiful, in a way.  Decades of dust and old dirty fabric 
ignite in an instant.  I watch the flames climb and crawl up and across the walls for a few 
seconds before I leave. 
 I watch from the dirt road as Oscar’s house, my Great Aunt Hazel’s house, is 
engulfed.  I watch as the support beams fall, one by one, and the structure implodes in on 
itself. 
 I have one more thing to make right. 
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 I make it to Meer’s just before it closes.  I’m leaning against my car when 
Melanie walks out of the door. 
 She sees me, but hesitates to walk over.  I try and muster a smile. 
 “It’s been a few days since I heard from you,” she says. 
 “Didn’t want to seem too desperate.” 
 I see her mouth move into that hairpin curve of a smile. 
 “Do you want to go get some coffee?” 
 She nods.  “Sure.” 
 “Come on.  I’ll drive.” 
 She climbs in my car, and we drive into Lawton.  The only sounds we hear the 
whole way are the hum of the tires and the woosh of the few cars passing us on the road.  
I pull into an all-night diner. 
 We sit in the corner and order coffee. 
 Good, old fashioned, shitty diner coffee. 
 I can’t even look at her.  I just stare at my cup of coffee. 
 “I miss you,” she says. 
 I miss her too, more than she realizes. 
 I tell her I miss her. 
 I tell her everything. 
 Everything. 
 I tell her about Oscar, Nate, and Lance, and Snyder’s and the Red Dirt Bar and 
Dave and Jerry and Jane and John. 
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 I tell her about how I got there.  How I had nothing, and even that was taken from 
me.  How I couldn’t face it.  How when I was confronted with hatred, I just met it with 
more hatred. 
 I tell her about my fears.  I’m afraid that I’ll never be the same again.  I’m afraid 
of going to jail.  I’m afraid of my grandmother losing hope in me. 
 I tell Melanie, that most of all, I’m afraid of losing her. 
 She puts her hand on mine.  She tells me everything is going to be okay. 
 And I believe her. 
 Save me, Melanie, from myself. 
 We drive back to my grandmother’s house.  I pull the car up the gravel driveway 
and turn off the engine. 
 “I appreciate you coming home with me.  I know this must be weird for you.  It’s 
just, I need you with me right now.” 
 She just rubs the back of my head and smiles at me. 
 As we get to the front porch I can see blue light flickering through the window.  I 
open the door and see my grandmother sitting in her recliner in her nightgown, leaning 
forward into the glow of the television. 
 “Grandma?  What are you doing up?” I ask. 
 “Watching the news,” she says.  She notices Melanie and says, “and who is this 
young lady?” 
 “This is Melanie.  She and I have been seeing each other for a awhile.” 
 Melanie walks over and hugs my grandmother.  She says, “It’s nice to finally 
meet you.  Brandon has told me so much about you.” 
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 “Well isn’t that sweet.” 
 “What’s so important on the news?” I ask.  I start to worry about the fire. 
 “It’s been a crazy news day.  Look.” 
 His name was Rick Riley, and he was one of two police detectives in my small 
town. 
 He’s the off-duty cop who shot Nate and Lance dead inside of West Cache 
Discount Liquor, when they tried to rob it. 
 He’s the man who was found in front of the First United Methodist Church with 
his throat slashed open. 
 I feel sick again.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
Goulash
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 I wake up to voices and laughing from the kitchen. 
 I hear and smell my grandmother cooking. 
 I pull on some clothes and walk into the kitchen.  Melanie is breaking up ground 
beef in a pot while my grandmother slices onions. 
 “Goulash?” I ask. 
 My grandmother smiles.  “Your favorite.” 
 “She’s teaching me how to make it,” says Melanie. 
 “Well it’s got to be better than mine.  I could never quite get it down.” 
 My grandmother smiles at Melanie and says, “Oh she’s a natural.  But why don’t 
you two spend some time together and I’ll call you when supper is ready.” 
 Melanie hands the wooden spoon to my grandmother and says she’ll be on the 
front porch. 
 My grandmother leans in close to me and says softly, “I like this one.” 
 I smile.  “I do too.” 
 I join Melanie out on the porch and light up a cigarette.  I take a long drag and 
exhale.  I watch the smoke dissolve into the air. 
 “Are you doing okay?” she asks. 
 I nod.  “I’m getting there.” 
 “You know, my dad is gone too.” 
 I look at her.  She’s got her arms crossed and she’s staring out across the 
landscape. 
 “What happened to him?” 
 “He died before I was born.  Car accident.  Drunk driver.” 
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 “Him or the other guy.” 
 Melanie laughs nervously.  “Both of them, actually.” 
 “That must have been tough.” 
 “It was.  My mom never had a bad word to say about him though.  I think he was 
a good man.  He just made the wrong decision on the wrong day.” 
 Maybe I did too.  “That happens sometimes.” 
 “She married again when I was eight.  Another Indian man.  By the time I was 
eleven he was gone too.  Always running around with other women.  Always drinking 
too much.” 
 I want to hug her.  I want to tell her everything is okay. 
 “My mom says that you can always count on an Indian man to fade away.” 
 Was I fading?  I didn’t want to. 
 “After that,” she says as wipes a tear from her cheek.  She sniffles and says, “She 
dated this white man.” 
 “What happened?” 
 “She was so desperate to be loved.  She pretended like he didn’t do the things he 
did.” 
 Was I her desperation? 
 “She pretended not to know that he said things to me.  Did things to me.” 
 I wrap my arms around her.  “I’m sorry.” 
 “He stopped when I was fifteen after I stabbed him in the leg with a screwdriver.  
But she’s still with him.” 
 I hold her tight.  “I’m so sorry.  For everything.” 
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 “I’ll be okay,” she says as she wipes her tears on my shirt. 
 “Why are you telling me all this?” I ask. 
 “I just needed you to know you weren’t alone.” 
 She stands on her tiptoes and kisses me. 
 We walk back inside and Melanie starts to look at all the pictures in the living 
room.  Of which there are many.  My grandmother was fond of documenting the family’s 
history.  There’s portraits of her and my grandfather.  Family pictures of my dad, my 
mom, and I.  More pictures of my parents, my grandparents, and I.  Any possible 
configuration of family members was represented up on that wall. 
 Melanie takes a picture frame off a shelf in the living room and asks me, “Is this 
your grandfather?” 
 “Yeah,” I say. 
 She’s holding a picture of my grandparents, taken about fifteen years ago. 
 It’s a proper photograph.  My grandfather with his slicked down salt and pepper 
hair, wearing a grey wool suit, a black tie, and my grandmother with her hair done in 
curls, black dress, and red lipstick. 
 “Your grandfather was white?” she asks. 
 I nod. 
 “Interesting.” 
 “How so?” 
 “Well aren’t you Comanche usually so proud of being Comanche?” 
 “That hasn’t changed,” I say with a smirk. 
 “What was his name?” 
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 “Donald Tanner.” 
 “Why is your last name Yellow-wolf?” 
 “My dad wanted me to have an Indian last name.” 
 She glances at me and smiles. 
 “Were you and he close?  Your grandpa?” 
 “Yeah,” I say.  “He was probably the funniest man I’ve ever met.  He used to say 
all these funny things about my grandmother.  Never really in front of her of course” 
 Melanie smiles.  “Like what?” 
 “Well he used to call her ‘that mean old Comanche woman’.   
 “I’m sure she loved that.” 
 “This other time we were out at deer camp near where he grew up.  We were 
sitting around the fire, and he said, ‘You know, I bought me a nice new chair for camp, 
but your grandmother took one good look at it, decided she liked it, and that was that’.” 
 “Oh and he tells the best story about how they met.  He used to say, ‘I was just a 
gentle young boy, tending my flowers in my garden, when a one-woman Comanche 
raiding party come swept me up and took me out to Western Oklahoma’.” 
 “Sounds like a funny guy,” says Melanie.  “How did they really meet?” 
 “Grandpa was from Talihina, out in the western part of the state.  Grandma was in 
nursing school out there.” 
 “Is that it?” 
 “I just know the circumstances behind it.  I never learned about the actual day.” 
 Melanie points to a painting on the wall.  It’s a stoic Comanche man.  He’s 
wearing a black shirt with a red blanket draped around his shoulders.  His long, thick 
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braids stretch down in front of him to his waste.  He’s holding a fan made of eagle 
feathers in his right hand. 
 “Who’s that?” she asks. 
 “That’s Quanah Parker.” 
 “I know that name.  There’s a street in town named after him.” 
 “Even the Kiowa should know his name.  He’s the greatest and last chief of the 
Comanche tribe.” 
 “What made him so special?” she asks. 
 “He saved us all,” says my grandmother. 
 We turn and see her staring at the painting, with admiration and reverence. 
 “He was the son of Peta Nocona, a great chief, and Cynthia Ann Parker, a white 
woman.  He was the grandson of Iron Jacket, another great chief.” 
 Iron Jacket.  Oscar’s idol. 
 “Quanah and the Quahadi Comanche refused to accept the provisions of the 
Treaty of Medicine Lodge, which would have put southern Plains Indians on a 
reservation, promising to clothe the Indians and turn them into farmers in imitation of the 
white man.” 
 “Knowing of past lies and deceptive treaties of the white man, Quanah decided to 
remain on the warpath, raiding in Texas and Mexico and out maneuvering the white 
Colonel Mackenzie and others.  But it was a losing battle.  Quanah and the Quahadi were 
weary and starving.” 
 “Mackenzie sent Jacob Sturm, an interpreter, to bargain for the Quahadi's 
surrender.  Sturm found Quanah, whom he called and pleaded his case.  Quanah rode to a 
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mesa, where he saw a wolf come toward him, howl and trot away to the northeast. 
Overhead, an eagle glided lazily and then whipped his wings to the northeast.  This was a 
sign, Quanah thought, and he and his band surrendered at Fort Sill.” 
 “He surrendered?” asks Melanie. 
 My grandmother nods.  “He did what was best for the people.  He walked the 
white man’s road, but in a way that benefited his people.  He kept the people happy, and 
he kept the white happy.  He ensured our people had lands and kept their traditions.” 
 “Wouldn’t that make some people hate him?” asks Melanie. 
 “Sure, some did,” said my grandmother.  “But he realized that a people that 
doesn’t change, dies.” 
 I feel something well up inside me.  Fear.  Regret.  Hope? 
 Maybe all three at once. 
 I takes everything I have to not collapse right there in the living room.  I swallow 
my feelings and try to ignore my racing pulse.  Melanie and my grandmother are better 
people than I am.  Probably better than I’ll ever be.  Maybe they’re lost like me.  Maybe 
we all have to deal with history.  Maybe we’re all in this together. 
 But I was tired of hurting people.  I was tired of being hurt.  I want to tell Melanie 
I’m sorry.  I want to hold her and tell her everything is behind me.  Everyone has 
baggage.  Personal and cultural.  Regardless of the good or bad people have inside them, 
it’s not right to hurt them.  Everybody has shit to deal with. 
 Don’t be like Iron Jacket. 
 Be like Quanah Parker. 
 “Anyway, supper’s ready.” 
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 We walk into the dining room and there’s already three bowls of goulash waiting 
for us. 
 It’s a simple meal.  It’s just ground beef, onions, garlic, tomato juice, salt, spices, 
and macaroni noodles. 
 My favorite.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
The Battle of the Lone Burr Oak
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 “I’m glad Brandon brought you over,” says Grandma. 
 Melanie smiles at me and says, “I’m glad too.” 
 “I hope you’re ready to meet a lot of family members.  Well, you’re Indian too, 
you know how it is.” 
 Melanie laughs.  “Yeah, everyone is a cousin.” 
 “Oh that reminds me Brandon, your cousin Oscar dropped by yesterday.” 
 I can feel the blood instantly drain from my face.  I’m white as Richie right now. 
 I can see the panic in Melanie’s eyes. 
 “Oh?” I say.  “What’s he up to?” 
 “He was looking for you actually,” she says.  “He said your friend Richie was 
trying to get a hold of you.” 
 Richie.  Oh shit. 
 “Oh, okay.  I’ll give him a call.” 
 I walk out to the front yard and call Richie.  Twice.  Three times.  Six times and 
no answer. 
 Melanie follows me outside.  “What are you going to do?” 
 I know where he is. 
 Where they are. 
 “I have to go Melanie.” 
 “How can I help?” 
 “Just stay here and look after Grandma for me.” 
 “But—“ 
 “Please.  I’ll be back.  Just, watch her.” 
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 She nods and goes back in the house. 
 I start running.  I run as fast as I can.  I run until my muscles bleed acid, until they 
destroy my nerve endings, and then I keep running. 
 The sun is hanging low in the sky.  Dying.  Moving gently to the horizon. 
 Blood red.  I’m sure there’s some legend tied to this.  But I know that it’s just 
molecular scattering. 
 Sunlight passes through more air at sunset and sunrise than during the day, when 
the sun is higher in the sky. More atmosphere means more molecules to scatter the violet 
and blue light away from your eyes.  If the path is long enough, all of the blue and violet 
light scatters out of your line of sight.  The other colors continue on their way to your 
eyes.   
 When I reach Oscar’s, there’s no house anymore.  Just a pile of charred timber 
and ash.  The smoke is still rising.  It’s a ghost. 
 No.  My eyes are playing tricks on me. 
 There’s no such thing as ghosts. 
 This is why sunsets are beautiful.   
 Physics.  Not legends. 
 I walk towards the lone burr oak out in the pasture.  That same tree that gave us 
shade in the summer.  That same tree that Oscar and I had rested under, years ago. 
 There’s two people under it.  They become clearer as I get closer. 
 Oscar is standing there, the perfect picture of an Indian.  He couldn’t have been 
painted better in all his dark-skinned, black-haired beauty. 
 I’m just a mutt. 
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 He’s holding a knife in his hand. 
 That knife. 
 The knife that gave me a scar. 
 The knife that carved a line across Jane Campbell’s face and removed John 
Shaw’s testicles. 
 Richie is there too.  On his knees.  His red hair flies in all directions.  Two dried 
up rivers of blood trail from his nose.  His right eye is swollen shut. 
 How did it get to this? 
 Maybe God does have a sense of humor. 
 “You alright Richie?” I ask. 
 “I’ve been better.” 
 Oscar drives his heel into the side of his head.  Richie hits the ground with a thud. 
 “You burned my house,” says Oscar. 
 “You burned mine first.” 
 “You know what moment this is, don’t you?” he asks me. 
 I do, but I don’t say anything. 
 “This is your big moment.” 
 He’s not Iron Jacket.  I’m not Quanah Parker. 
 “We can start the Ghost Dance.  Here and now.” 
 I say, “There’s no such thing.” 
 “We can bring back the buffalo herds, and sweep away the whites.” 
 “No we can’t.” 
 “You’re talking like one of them.” 
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 “One of who?” 
 “The enemy.” 
 “Who is the enemy?” 
 Oscar stares at me. 
 “Our people had a lot of enemies.  Most of them were Indians too,” I say 
 I think about Melanie.  My sweet Kiowa girl. 
 Oscar walks over to me and puts the knife in my hand.  He rests his hands on my 
shoulders. 
 “We can be great again.” 
 He points at Richie. 
 We’re all just people. 
 “He is not our tribe.” 
 He pushes me over to Richie.  I’m supposed to kill him.  I’m supposed to plunge 
the knife into his chest and cut out his heart. 
 Richie is my tribe.  He’s been my tribe for thirteen years. 
 We are all one tribe. 
 I close my eyes, and thrust the knife. 
 I feel it go in.  I hear a gasp.  Then a guttural noise. 
 I open my eyes.  Oscar staggers backwards, the knife sticking out of his chest. 
 I pick up Richie, and as we walk toward the roads, I hear Oscar fall to the ground 
behind us. 
 Richie is beat up bad, but I think I can make it to my house. 
 He’s got his arm around my shoulders, and he’s leaning all of his weight into me. 
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 I can make it. 
 “Some family you got,” says Richie. 
 I laugh.  “Can’t pick them.” 
 “Thanks for coming to get me.” 
 “Oh fuck off,” I say.  “What else was I going to do?” 
 “I would’ve left you there,” he says. 
 I laugh again as we stagger down the road.  “You going to be okay?” 
 “Oh I’m pretty sure my kneecap or my ankle or my shinbone, something down 
there, is shattered.  Nothing some spackle and dirt can’t fix.” 
 “We’ll get you there, buddy.” 
 I see a silver Honda coming up the road, kicking up dirt.  Melanie’s Honda. 
 She stops in the middle of the road, gets out, and help me load Richie into the car. 
 “Let’s get him to the hospital,” I say. 
 She nods.  “You okay back there Richie?” 
 “Oh yeah I’m great.  Good to see you again, Mel.” 
 “Good to see you too, Richie.” 
 “You keeping this shithead in line?” 
 We all laugh together. 
 “Yeah, she does alright,” I say.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
Everything we have ever done, we will do over and over again
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 The next day, I return to the lone burr oak in the pasture.  I bring a shovel.  
Oscar’s body is still there, lying in the dry grass.  The knife still in his chest.  I thrust the 
shovel into the dirt.  Breaking ground.  I toss earth behind me. 
 Again and again. 
 I have no concept of time again. 
 Sweat clings to my skin like plastic wrap. 
 This is the only thing I can do for him now. 
 I dig until the hole is about three feet deep.  I pull the knife out of his chest.  It’s a 
good knife. 
 I use my hands to push the loose soil over him. 
 I sit down with my back to the tree, holding the knife. 
 “This is the last thing I’m going to do for you.” 
 I run the knife across my left forearm, and let the blood drip to the ground. 
 The sky is painted like a quilt, smeared with blues, reds, and shades of orange.  
The wind picks up, and rushes through my hair and past my face. 
 The wind bring back memories. 
 I remember my first day of school.  Five years old.  Kindergarten.  My mother 
took me to the end of the road to wait for the bus.  She assured me with her blue eyes and 
a smile that everything was going to be okay.  She said that I would make lots of friends, 
and that my teachers would be nice.  She said that she would be waiting right here for me 
when the bus dropped me off. 
 I remember what happened a year after that.  I got off the bus, and my mother 
wasn’t there.  When I went to bed that night, she wasn’t there. 
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 She was never there again. 
 I remember crying.  I missed my mother.  My father missed her too.  He couldn’t 
handle my crying.  He spanked me until I stopped. 
 I learned how to not cry about it. 
 I remember third grade.  I was eight years old.  My dad had done his best to take 
care of me.  One night I woke up and wandered out to the living room.  From the dark I 
saw my father sitting on the couch, crying.  Bottle of whiskey in one hand and a picture 
of my mother in the other.  He never knew I saw that. 
 At age nine, Oscar and I chased a rabbit in a field with pointed sticks that we had 
whittled with pocketknives.  We were pretending to be Comanche hunters, chasing 
buffalo.  We never caught the rabbit. 
 At age ten, I met Richie.  He was a strange kid.  Red-headed and white.  He spoke 
Spanish.  I loved how weird that was.  Oscar and I climbed the on top of the garage that 
summer. 
 At age eleven, my grandfather died.  I remember my grandmother told me that 
coyotes would come to take his spirit.  That night, all I could hear outside was howling. 
 At age twelve, I smoked a cigarette and drank beer for the first time, thanks to 
Oscar.  We broke the windows of the Gran Torino, and Oscar took all the licks for it. 
 At age fourteen, my father dated another white woman.  When my father was 
passed out from too much drink she would say things to me.  Mean things. 
 You’re a piece of shit.  Your father doesn’t love you.  You’re the reason your 
mother left. 
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 One day I pushed her in the kitchen, and she burned her arm on the stove.  My 
father chased me out of the house.  I ran to my grandmother’s house. 
 At age sixteen, I went back to my father’s house.  He wasn’t there anymore. 
 Oscar left, and went on his adventures. 
 At age nineteen, instead of attending a midterm, I drove the three hundred and 
thirty three miles, the five hours and eighteen minutes to Wheaton, Missouri.  It took a 
couple years and a lot of effort, but I had tracked down my mother’s family. 
 I met her parents.  Simple farm folk.  I learned that my mother had died of ovarian 
cancer.  That was why she left.  She never told me or my father. 
 That was my secret to keep.  I never told anyone. 
 At age twenty two, I lost my job, beat up a dozen or so white men, burned down a 
liquor store and a bar, sliced a woman’s face open, and killed my cousin. 
 I’ve just mourned Oscar. 
 I’ve mourned my parents. 
 I’ve mourned my people. 
 All people.   
 Everywhere. 
 I’m tired of mourning. 
 I stand up, and drop the knife on the ground. 
 When I pull up to the house, Melanie is waiting for me on the porch. 
 I’m sure I look like shit.  I’m shiny with sweat and my shirt is stained with salt. 
 She doesn’t care.  She wraps her arms around my shoulders and buries her face in 
my neck. 
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 “I need to take a shower,” I say. 
 “Go ahead,” she says.  “Clean yourself up.” 
 “Will you still be here when I’m done?” 
 She smiles.  “Of course I will be.  I promise.” 
 I believe her, but it hurts.  It hurts because I know I don’t deserve it. 
 She kisses me.  “I’ll always be here.” 
 I believe her. 
 In the bathroom, I peel off my clothes.  It makes a sticky sound, like slowly 
unrolling tape. 
 I stand in the shower and turn the water on.  The cold water hits the top of my 
head and falls down my body.  It pulls my filth away from me.  I stare at the drain and 
watch the dirt and blood spiral around each other. A tiny whirlpool.  The water gets 
warmer and warmer.  It’s starting to hurt my skin. 
 Steam fills the room until I can’t see a foot in front of my face. 
 When I get out of the shower and get dressed, my grandmother asks me, “Have 
you heard from your cousin Oscar?” 
 “Not for a couple days, grandma.” 
 “That’s too bad, he dropped this off for us a few days ago.  It’s some kind of 
fancy coffee.” 
 La Minita Estate is written on the bag. 
 “Why don’t you and Melanie wait in the kitchen?  I’ll make us some coffee.” 
 Melanie looks at me.  Her eyes ask if I’m going to be okay. 
 My eyes tell her I’m going to be just fine.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
Constellations
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 How to properly make coffee with an auto-drip coffee machine. 
 First and only step: follow the directions Oscar told you. 
 I use my grandmother’s blender in attempt to grind the coffee beans.  It takes 
some time, but I manage to pulverize the beans into a medium grind, about the texture of 
sand. 
 Coffee is mostly water, so good water is essential for coffee.  We don’t have any 
bottled water.  So I have to use tap water. 
 The water’s temperature is also critical for proper extraction, which means that 
most drip coffee makers won’t get up to proper temperature and you’ll end up with a 
bitter cup of coffee.  But there’s a small trick.  I put kettle of water on the stove, and wait 
for it to get just before boiling.  I put it in the coffee maker. 
 A proper ratio is also important.  You want one rounded tablespoon of ground 
coffee for every six ounces of coffee.  Too bad a cup is eight ounces. 
 Do the math. 
 Four cups of water.  Five rounded tablespoons and one leveled tablespoon of 
ground coffee. 
 Serve immediately. 
 When it’s done brewing and dripping, I pour three cups, and I take them to my 
grandmother and to Melanie. 
 “Mmm,” my grandmother muses.  “What does this taste like?  Chocolate?” 
 “Sure does,” I say.  Chocolate, and sweet orange citrus, and caramelized sugar. 
 “We’ll have to thank Oscar for this coffee.  He was always such a nice boy.” 
 “I think maybe he left already,” I say.  “You know how he’s prone to adventure.” 
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 Melanie reaches under the table and grabs my hand, and I hold on to her tightly. 
 
 That night, I’m dreaming. 
 I am a horse, galloping through a canyon.   
 I’m leading an entire herd of horses.  Hundreds.  Maybe thousands, past burnt 
orange and blood brown spires of ancient rock. 
 The sky is steady.  Clear and blue.  The sun is dipping into the horizon.  When it 
reaches that critical point, it explodes into countless waves of orange, red, violet, and 
green. 
 Then I wake up. 
 I’m in a room. 
 My room.   
 Melanie’s head is on my chest, and her hand rests gently on my stomach.  My arm 
is wrapped around her. 
 Pale moonlight filters through the windows and paints everything silver. 
 I breathe deep, and cool air fills my lungs.  I gently roll her to the side, and sit on 
the edge of the bed.  I put my feet on the ground and let the cold sink into my toes. 
 I feel Melanie’s fingertips run up and down my back, drawing circles and figure 
eights.  My hair stands on edge, my shoulders tingle, and my skin shudders. 
 “You okay?” 
 “I’m fine, just going to go out for some fresh air.” 
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 I sit on the top step of the front porch and light a cigarette.  I look at the stars, and 
I wonder what my ancestors saw in the night sky.  I traced the stars with my fingers.  
Connect the dots.  I made my constellations.   
 A herd of buffalo stampedes to the horizon in the west.   
 An antelope to the right bounds over prairie hills in the east.   
 To the north, a warrior shoots a bow and arrow. 
 To the south, a coyote howls at the moon. 
 Horses circle the horizon.   
 Straight up, right above my head, I trace two eyes that look down on me.  My 
mother’s eyes.  Silver-blue things. 
 The door opens and Melanie sits next to me on the step.  She wraps herself in my 
grandmother’s blanket.   
 I kiss the top of her head, and I memorize her smell. 
 This must be what heaven is like. 
 From that point on, anytime she’s gone I will wrap myself in that blanket and 
remember her smell. 
 She smiles at me.  “Fresh air?” 
 She reaches over and takes the cigarette from my hand.  Her lips purse into a 
perfect circle when she exhales.  We share the cigarette, as much as two people can share 
a cigarette. 
 She tucks her hair behind her ears and leans her head on my shoulder.  She runs 
her fingers over the long scar on my forearm. 
 “What are you doing?” she asks. 
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 “Making constellations.” 
 I show her all the ones I’ve traced in my mind. 
 I show her my mother’s eyes.  The ones I put in the sky. 
 I tell her about my mother leaving, and about her cancer, and about why she left. 
 She’s glad my mother’s eyes will forever watch over us. 
 She starts to make her own constellations.  She traces flowers in the sky.  Blue 
Sage, Indian Blankets, Sunflowers, Lilac, and Wild Rose. 
 She traces a pair of dogs.  A German Shepherd and Golden Labrador.  The two 
dogs she wants us to have. 
 She points out the school bus our kids will get on every morning. 
 She draws her father in the sky.  Even though she never met him, she knows in 
her heart what he looks like. 
 She draws me in the stars, and then she draws herself.  Forever next to each other. 
 And that really gets me.  Right in my being. 
 I know the Greeks put their heroes in the sky.  Hercules, Perseus, and Orion. 
 Did the Comanche put their heroes in the sky?  Was Quanah Parker up there?  
Was Iron Jacket?  I hate myself because I think maybe Oscar deserves a spot. 
 I hang my head and hold back tears. 
 Melanie wraps her arms around me and strokes my hair. 
 But the thing is, I’m happy.  I’m actually happy. 
 I’m also sad, and scared. 
 I know that people will hurt themselves and each other. 
 I know that hatred is a hard sickness to get over. 
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 I know some parents will leave their children. 
 But I also know that I’ve been through the shit, and so has Melanie.  And our 
paths crossed.  And neither of us will ever be lonely again.  And if that’s true for us, then 
that can be true for others. 
 My sweet Kiowa girl. 
 My savior. 
 We plot out future in the stars as the crickets sing a lullaby, keeping the rest of the 
world asleep.  Off in the distance, we hear a pack of coyotes start to howl. 
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